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NEW RELEASES

Cooking
Hawai‘i a Vegan Paradise
Over 120 Plant-Based Recipes
from the Islands

Tasting Hawai‘i Vegan Style
Over 120 Plant-Based and
Gluten-Free Recipes

Muriel Miura’s Home Cooking
Hawai‘i-Style: Island Comfort
Food at Its Best

Yum Yum Cha: Let’s Eat Dim Sum in
Hawai‘i

Lillian Cumic
ISBN-13: 978-1-949307-20-7
© 2020 • 7.5 x 9 in • 256 pp.
$25.95 • hardcover, concealed
wire-o
The perfect introduction to vegan
cooking by one of Honolulu’s
leading vegan chefs. It guides you
through the ins and outs of getting
started with vegan cooking and
how to equip your pantry with
staples and utensils for vegan
cooking.

Lillian Cumic
ISBN-13: 978-1-949307-27-6
© 2021 • 7.5 x 9 in • 272 pp.
$25.95 • hardcover, concealed
wire-o
Tasting Hawai‘i Vegan Style opens
your mind to all the possibilities
the plant kingdom offers and
gives you the confidence to start
a healthy vegan lifestyle. Included
are traditional local favorites,
poke, vegan seafood, vegan
cheeses, and desserts.

Muriel Miura with Lynette Lo Tom
ISBN-13: 978-1-949307-29-0
© 2021 • 6 x 9 in • 224 pp.
$20.95 • hardcover, concealed wire-o
Over 100 recipes that duplicate what you
can order in restaurants serving dim sum
or shops and bakeries specializing in
dim sum in the Islands. What you may
have thought was complicated cooking
or preparation is clearly explained so you
can prepare the Islands’ favorite dim sum
dishes for family and friends.

Muriel Miura
ISBN-13: 978-1-949307-19-1
© 2021 • 7.5 x 9 in • 228 pp.
$23.95 • hardcover, concealed
wire-o
A collection of “old-time
favorite” recipes reflecting and
celebrating Hawai‘i’s ethnic and
cultural diversity; a must for
every cookbook shelf owing to its
extensive variety of dishes and its
detailed, carefully selected and
honed recipes.

Spirituality & Religion
Hawaiian Devotional
Select Bible Verses from Ka Baibala
Hemolele: Verses in Hawaiian and
English to Inspire, Comfort, Support,
Encourage & Teach

ISBN: 978-1-949307-28-3
© 2021 • 5 x 7 in • 256 pp.
$12.95 • softcover
A collection of over 580 scripture verses
in English and Hawaiian, chosen to bring
comfort, solace, advice, and encouragement.
Organized by topics that affect our modernday lives such as conflict resolution,
depression, addiction, perseverance, hope,
and grace, the verses serve as reminders that
we are not alone and they provide a compass
when guidance is needed.
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Sealife
A Field Guide to Blackwater Diving in
Hawai‘i
Jeff Milisen
ISBN-: 978-1-949307-14-6
© 2020 • 6 x 9 in • 288 pp.
$19.95 • softcover
Designed to satisfy the curious ocean
aficionado by presenting beautiful photos
and information on over 300 strange
pelagic animals, most of which you won’t
find in a standard field guide to reef
animals. This book is intended to present
an overview of life in the open ocean at
night. Each epipelagic creature is given
five minutes in the spotlight to explore a
little of what we know about them.

BOOKLINES HAWAII • A division of The Islander Group • Ph: (808) 676-0116 • www.booklineshawaii.com

NEW RELEASES

Humor & Games
Enjoyable Hawai‘i Word Search
Puzzles

ISBN-13: 978-1-949307-24-5
© 2021 • 5.875 x 9 in • 112 pp.
$4.95 • softcover
Enjoyable Hawai‘i Word Search Puzzles
is a fun collection of 90 word searches
covering all things Hawai‘i such as natural
wonders, movies and television shows
filmed in Hawai‘i, actors and actresses,
flora and fauna, history, and more!
Exercise your brain and have fun while
learning more about Hawai‘i.

Fabulous Hawai‘i Word Search
Puzzles

ISBN-13: 978-1-949307-23-8
© 2021 • 5.875 x 9 in • 112 pp.
$4.95 • softcover
Fabulous Hawai‘i Word Search Puzzles
is a fun collection of 90 word searches
covering all things Hawai‘i such as visitor
attractions, hiking spots, local foods, local
animals, and more!
Exercise your brain and have fun while
learning more about Hawai‘i.

Juvenile
Six Feet Together

Beverly da Silva
illustrated by Kat Uno
ISBN-13: 978-1-949307-17-7
© 2020 • 8 x 9 in • 28 pp.
$12.95 • hardcover
How far is six feet apart? Too far to hold
hands. Too far to give hugs. Too far to
share snacks. But it’s not too far to share
a laugh, trade a smile, or make a wish.
Author Beverly da Silva wrote Six Feet
Together to help kids understand that the
simple things that will keep us as healthy
and safe as possible—social distance, wear
a mask, wash your hands—will still allow
us to do the things that matter most.

No More Plastic in the Ocean!

Lavinia Currier
illustrated by Mollie Ginther
ISBN: 978-1-7347824-9-3
© 2021 • 10 x 8 in • 32 pp.
$14.95 • hardcover
He‘e the octopus is sad—her
beautiful Pacific Ocean is filling
up with plastic trash. She asks her
friend Mahina to do something.
Mahina uses her magnetic magic
to pull the trash up out of the ocean
and drop it back on the city. Now the
humans don’t like the plastic trash
either— what will they do??

Jigsaw Puzzles, see p. 28

Business
How to Buy and Sell Your Home in
Hawai‘i
Everything to Know for a Win-Win
Result Buying or Selling Your Island
House or Condominium
Frances Lee Britten
ISBN: 978-1-949307-21-4
© 2021 • 7 x 9 in • 304 pp.
$22.95 • softcover
Using everyday language, How to Buy
and Sell Your Home in Hawai‘i provides
all the advice and information needed
to participate in Hawai‘i’s exciting,
challenging—and potentially very
profitable—real estate market.

MUTUAL PUBLISHING • Ph: 808-732-1709 • info@mutualpublishing.com • www.mutualpublishing.com
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ARTS & CRAFTS
Crochet Lei-Making in Hawai‘i, Vol 2
A Step-by-Step Guide

Crochet Lei-Making in Hawai‘i, Vol 3
A Step-by-Step Guide to Crochet,
Straw and Rickrack Sewn Leis

Judy Dela Cruz
ISBN-10: 1-56647-774-3
ISBN-13: 978-1-56647-774-1
© 2006 • 8.5 x 11 • 60 pp.
$10.95 • softcover, wire-o
This step-by-step guide includes colorful
photographic instructions on more types
of lei, including straw lei using 1, 2
round, 2 flat, or 3 straws. Make lei such
as Akulikuli, Feather Hat lei, Hibiscus,
Kukui Nut, and more.

Judy Dela Cruz
ISBN-10: 1-56647-889-8
ISBN-13: 978-1-56647-889-2
© 2009 • 8.5 x 11 • 56 pp.
$10.95 • softcover, wire-o
Judy Dela Cruz returns with a third
volume showing how to make lei from
rickrack and beads. Also included are new
variations on lei made with the help of a
few fast-food straws. Dela Cruz shows
you how to make beautiful lei such as
Lilac, Mauna Loa, Pikake, and many
more.

Feather Lei as an Art

Mary Louise Kaleonahenahe Kekuewa,
Paulette Nohealani Kahalepuna, Karen A.
Edlefsen
ISBN-13: 978-1-56647-719-2
© 2005 • 8.5 x 11 in • 96 pp.
$18.95 • softcover
This new edition of Feather Lei as an
Art provides step-by-step instructions
on how to make both traditional (round)
and contemporary (flat) feather lei. The
beginner featherworker is guided through
the steps of how to make the lei.
sample spread from Feather Lei as an Art

Hawaiian Lei Making
A Step-by-Step Guide

The Hawaiian Quilt
The Tradition Continues

Hawaiian Shell Lei Making
A Step-by-Step Guide

How To Make Hawaiian Ribbon Leis
A Step-by-Step Guide

Laurie Shimizu Ide
ISBN-10: 1-56647-223-7
ISBN-13: 978-1-56647-223-4
© 1998 • 8.5 x 11 in • 64 pp.
$16.95 • softcover
This guide is everything you’d ever want
to know about lei making. A complete
photographic instruction guide and
reference tool to over 50 major flowers
and plants used in making Hawaiian leis.
Also available in hardcover.

Laurie Shimizu Ide
ISBN-10: 1-56647-752-2
ISBN-13: 978-1-56647-752-9
© 2005 • 8.5 x 11 in • 64 pp.
$13.95 • softcover, concealed wire-o
Hawaiian Shell Lei Making is written for
the beginner shell lei maker. It has easyto-follow, step-by-step instructions along
with clear photographs for 40 shell let
projects. Though shell lei making has been
done in Hawai‘i for hundreds of years,
today it has evolved into an art form.
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Poakalani Serrao, John Serrao,
Raelene Correia, and Cissy Serrao
ISBN-10: 1-56647-835-9
ISBN-13: 978-1-56647-835-9
© 2007 • 8.5 x 11 in • 112 pp.
$17.95 • softcover
Continuing their commitment and legacy
to Hawai‘i’s treasured art, the Poakalani
family and their students display precious
quilts and bare personal stories in this
colorful collection of masterpieces. These
pages are brimming with island styles and
techniques sure to inspire quilt makers.

Coreen Iwamoto and Jim Widess
ISBN-10: 1-56647-575-9
ISBN-13: 978-1-56647-575-4
© 2002 • 8.5 x 11 • 80 pp.
$17.95 • softcover
Fifteen different ribbon lei designs
are showcased—many are created to
resemble local floral favorites such as
pīkake, ‘ilima, hinahina, firecracker and
white ginger.

BOOKLINES HAWAII • A division of The Islander Group • Ph: (808) 676-0116 • www.booklineshawaii.com

ARTS & CRAFTS
How to Weave Authentic Hawaiian
Lauhala Bracelets
A Step-by-Step Guide

How to Weave Hawaiian Coconut
Palm Fronds
A Step-by-Step Guide

Knitting in Hawai‘i
Easy, Beautiful Warm Weather Knits

Poakalani Hawaiian Quilt Cushion
Patterns & Design
Volume 1

Jim Widess
ISBN-10: 1-56647-935-5
ISBN-13: 978-1-56647-935-6
© 2011 • 8.5 x 11 in • 72 pp.
$18.95 • softcover
Expert craftsman Jim Widess teaches you
how to weave beautiful bracelets from the
leaves of the hala tree. There are nineteen
different lauhala projects in all, including
a lauhala hairband, a lauhala rose, and a
lauhala ball.

Stephanie Lui Macdonald
ISBN: 1-1939487-36-0
© 2014 • 8.5 x 11 • 80 pp.
$15.95 • softcover, wire-o
The very first knitting book with
exclusive design wear for Hawai‘i’s
tropical lifestyle. Whether you knit in
Hawai‘i or planning a trip to the islands or
another warm weather destination, you’ll
find a pattern to inspire you to pick up
your needles.

Poakalani Hawaiian Quilt Cushion
Patterns & Design
Volume 2

Poakalani & John Serrao
ISBN-10: 1-56647-265-2
ISBN-13: 978-1-56647-265-4
© 1999 • 8.5 x 11 in • 56 pp.
$6.95 • softcover
All these projects start with a single block
and work their way via progressively
larger projects to a kapa pohopoho (bed
quilt)—twin to king size. Included are
sections on supplies, laying and basting,
and tips on new techniques and styles.
Photos throughout.

Poakalani Hawaiian Quilt Cushion
Patterns & Design
Volume 4

Poakalani & John Serrao
ISBN-10: 1-56647-644-5
ISBN-13: 978-1-56647-644-7
© 2003 • 7 x 10 in • 50 pp.
$6.95 • softcover
All these projects start with a single block
and work their way via progressively
larger projects to a kapa pohopoho (bed
quilt)—twin to king size. Included are
sections on supplies, laying and basting,
and tips on new techniques and styles.
Photos throughout.

Jim Widess
ISBN-13: 978-1-56647-797-0
© 2011 • 8.5 x 11 in • 72 pp.
$18.95 • softcover
This complete guide to coconut palm
frond weaving features eleven fun
and beautiful projects to keep your
hands busy. Beginners will find the
photographic instructions easy to follow
in creating functional and ornamental
weaving projects to give as gifts or keep
for themselves.

Poakalani & John Serrao
ISBN-10: 1-56647-264-4
ISBN-13: 978-1-56647-264-7
© 1999 • 8.5 x 11 • 56 pp.
$7.95 • softcover
All these projects start with a single block
and work their way via progressively
larger projects to a kapa pohopoho (bed
quilt)—twin to king size. Included are
sections on supplies, laying and basting,
and tips on new techniques and styles.
Photos throughout.

Poakalani Hawaiian Quilt Cushion
Patterns & Design
Volume 3

Poakalani & John Serrao
ISBN-10: 1-56647-524-4
ISBN-13: 978-1-56647-524-2
© 2001 • 8.5 x 11 in • 50 pp.
$6.95 • softcover
All these projects start with a single block
and work their way via progressively
larger projects to a kapa pohopoho (bed
quilt)—twin to king size. Included are
sections on supplies, laying and basting,
and tips on new techniques and styles.
Photos throughout.

BUSINESS
How to Buy and Sell Your Home in
Hawai‘i
Everything to Know for a Win-Win
Result Buying or Selling Your Island
House or Condominium
Frances Lee Britten
ISBN: 978-1-949307-21-4
© 2021 • 7 x 9 in • 304 pp.
$22.95 • softcover
Using everyday language, How to Buy
and Sell Your Home in Hawai‘i provides
all the advice and information needed
to participate in Hawai‘i’s exciting,
challenging—and potentially very
profitable—real estate market.

MUTUAL PUBLISHING • Ph: 808-732-1709 • info@mutualpublishing.com • www.mutualpublishing.com
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COLOR & ACTIVITY
Amazing Mazes Under the Sea in
Hawai‘i
21 Fun Mazes for Ages 4-9

Ellie Crowe
illustrated by Tammy Yee
ISBN-10: 1-56647-973-8
ISBN-13: 978-1-56647-973-8
© 2012 • 8.5 x 11 in • 24 pp.
$7.95 • softcover
Help Nai‘a the Spinner Dolphin find her
friends and safely guide Honu, the newly
hatched baby sea turtle, to the ocean in this
special maze book just for kids!

Dot to Dot Hawaiian Style

Wren
ISBN-10: 1-56647-081-1
ISBN-13: 978-1-56647-081-0
© 1995 • 8.5 x 11 in • 32 pp.
$5.95 • softcover
Thirty connect-the-dot drawings depicting
Hawaiian images, which can then be
colored.

Coloring Hawai‘i
Hawai‘i’s Own Adult Coloring Book

Kelly Monis
ISBN-13: 978-1939487-62-9
© 2016 • 10 x 10 in • 56 pp. • $15.95 • softcover
Coloring Hawai‘i consists of over fifty images celebrating the visual beauty
of the Islands in intricate design featuring Hawai‘i’s tropical animals, flora,
fauna, and more.

Coloring Nature in Hawai‘i
Hawai‘i’s Own Adult Coloring Book

Kelly Monis
ISBN-13: 978-1939487-79-7
© 2017 • 10 x 10 in • 60 pp. • $15.95 • softcover
Coloring Nature in Hawai‘i consists of over forty-five images celebrating the
visual beauty of the Islands in intricate design featuring Hawai‘i’s natural world.
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COLOR & ACTIVITY
A Home for Honu and all Hawaiian
Threatened and Endangered Animals

Ron Hirschi
illustrated by Anna McDonnell
ISBN-13: 978-1-1939487-87-2
© 2018 • 8.5 x 11 in • 24 pp. + 4 pp stickers
$7.95 • softcover
Twenty-four coloring pages and colorful
stickers will lead you into the world of
Hawai‘i’s endangered animals. Learn
about honu and monk seals in the sea along
with i‘iwi and other birds high in mountain
forests.

Kid Stuff About the Ocean Creatures
of Hawai‘i

Wren
ISBN-10: 1-56647-104-4
ISBN-13: 978-1-56647-104-6
© 1995 • 8.5 x 11 in • 32 pp.
$6.95 • softcover
Mazes, puzzles, games, and activities that
teach children about Hawai‘i’s diverse
marine life.

Kid Stuff About Hawai‘i

Dawn Goto
illustrated by Wren
ISBN-10: 1-56647-105-2
ISBN-13: 978-1-56647-105-3
© 1996 • 8.5 x 11 in • 32 pp.
$6.95 • softcover
Dot-to-dot, rhymes, crosswords, and other
activities that teach children about Hawai‘i.

Pearl Harbor Connect the Dots

illustrated by Ruth Moen
ISBN-13: 978-1939487-92-6
© 2018 • 8.5 x 11 in • 64 pp.
$5.95 • softcover
Sixty-four dot-to-dot drawings to connect
and color for kids of all ages of the various
sites found at the World War II Valor in
the Pacific National Monument. Includes
scenes from the USS Arizona Memorial,
Battleship Missouri Memorial, USS
Bowfin Submarine Museum and Park, and
the Pacific Aviation Museum.

BeachHouse Color & Activity Books
The ABC Hawai‘i Coloring and
Activity Book
illustrated by Ruth Moen
ISBN-10: 1-933067-66-7
ISBN-13: 978-1-933067-66-7
© 2015 • 8.5 x 11 in • 64 pp. • $5.95
softcover
Discover all the fun things that make
Hawai‘i special while learning your ABCs
and 123s. With sixty-four pages to color—
including twenty-four activities—kids can
color humpback whales, aloha shirts, fish,
a flower lei, dolphins, and more

Hawai‘i’s Ocean Animals
Coloring and Activity Book

illustrated by Hollyanne Shell
ISBN-13: 978-1-949000-00-9
© 2018 • 8.5 x 11 in • 64 pp. • $5.95
softcover
Discover Hawai‘i’s amazing and colorful
underwater world. With sixty-four pages to
color—including twenty-five activities—
kids can color a variety of animals from
humpback whales, to yellow tangs, to
octopus, to flame wrasses and more. All
the animals featured can be found at the
Maui Ocean Center or Waikiki Aquarium
and, of course, in Hawai‘i’s waters.

Animals in Hawai‘i Coloring
and Activity Book

illustrated by Ruth Moen
ISBN-10: 1-933067-81-0
ISBN-13: 978-1-933067-81-0
© 2016 • 8.5 x 11 in • 64 pp. • $5.95
softcover
Discover the many different animals
that can be found in Hawai‘i—in the
sky, under the sea, and on land. With
sixty-four pages—including twenty-seven
activities—kids can color ‘i‘iwi birds,
honu, whales, sharks, deer, and more.

My Hawai‘i Coloring and
Activity Book

illustrated by Hollyanne Shell
ISBN-10: 1-933067-65-9
ISBN-13: 978-1-933067-65-0
© 2015 • 8.5 x 11 in • 64 pp. • $5.95
softcover
Discover all the fun things that make
Hawai‘i special. With sixty-four pages to
color—including twenty-two activities—
kids can color honu (sea turtles), shave
ice, surfboards, a flower lei, a humpback
whale, and more.

MUTUAL PUBLISHING • Ph: 808-732-1709 • info@mutualpublishing.com • www.mutualpublishing.com
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COOKING
Back in the Day

Enjoy Hawai‘i’s Comfort Foods from Family
and Friends
Lynette Lo Tom
ISBN-13: 978-1939487-99-5
© 2018 • 6 x 9 in • 160 pp.
$19.95 • hardcover, concealed wire-o
Well-known cookbook author and food
columnist shares her love for home
cooking with these delightful, oldfashioned recipes from her family and
friends. This colorful cookbook includes
106 delicious homestyle recipes for you to
treasure.

Cooking in Pono
Delicious Family Recipes to Indulge,
Endure, and Inspire

By Request Highlights
The Search for Hawai‘i’s Greatest
Recipes Continues

Betty Shimabukuro
ISBN-13: 978-1939487-80-3
© 2017 • 6 x 9 in • 196 pp.
$15.95 • softcover, concealed wire-o
A collection of the best from
Shimabukuro’s two other By Request
books based on her weekly recipe column
that originated in the Honolulu StarBulletin a generation ago. The collection
covers plate lunch standards, long-gone
classics, signature restaurant dishes, and
dozens of other dishes celebrating local
cuisine.

Favorite Recipes from the What
Hawai‘i Likes to Eat Series

LiAnn Lilinoe Uyeda
ISBN-13: 978-0-9844458-5-1
© 2015 • 6 x 9 in • 120 pp.
$21.95 • hardcover, concealed wire-o
Cooking in Pono captures the essence
of ‘ono (delicious) local foods shared in
Hawai‘i paired with inspiring stories about
healing, growing, learning and living in
pono (excellence).

ISBN-13: 978-1939487-51-3
© 2016 • 6 x 9 in • 208 pp.
$21.95 • hardcover, concealed wire-o
Here are Hawai‘i’s most favorite foods
chosen from Hawai‘i’s popular and bestselling cookbook series, What Hawai‘i
Likes to Eat. Included are recipes that
represent all of the islands’ culinary
influences that define Hawai‘i. Ideal for
the kitchen library or to share the islands’
cooking with loved ones.

Hawai‘i a Vegan Paradise
Over 120 Plant-Based Recipes
from the Islands

Hawai‘i Cooks with SPAM®
Local Recipes Featuring Our Favorite
Canned Meat

Lillian Cumic
ISBN-13: 978-1-949307-20-7
© 2020 • 7.5 x 9 in • 256 pp.
$25.95 • hardcover, concealed
wire-o
The perfect introduction to vegan
cooking by one of Honolulu’s
leading vegan chefs. It guides you
through the ins and outs of getting
started with vegan cooking and
how to equip your pantry with
staples and utensils for vegan
cooking.

Muriel Miura
ISBN-10: 1-56647-853-7
ISBN-13: 978-1-56647-853-3
© 2008 • 6 x 9 in • 136 pp.
$15.95 • softcover, concealed wire-o
Hawai‘i loves to eat SPAM®! This
cookbook celebrates our favorite food with
dozens of recipes collected by celebrated
food lover and cookbook author Muriel
Miura. These treasured SPAM® recipes
will warm your hearts, satisfy your
cravings, and delight your family and
friends—and all are easy to prepare.

Hawai‘i Cooks with SPAM®
Mini Edition

Muriel Miura
ISBN-13: 978-1939487-90-2
© 2018 • 5 x 4.5 in • 96 pp.
$7.95 • softcover
Over fifty favorite recipes from the
best-selling Hawai‘i Cooks with SPAM®
including local, American, Japanese,
Chinese, and Korean dishes that Hawai‘i
enjoys so much in its love affair with this
amazing food. This mini edition is also the
ideal gift for food lovers and the grab bag.
sample spread from Hawai‘i a Vegan Paradise
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COOKING
Noted food writer, Betty
Shimabukuro of the Honolulu StarAdvertiser, and cookbook author,
Muriel Miura, teamed up to present
Hawai‘i Cooks, a series of cookbooks
featuring the Islands’ influential
cuisines including Korean,
Okinawan, Chinese, Filipino, and
Japanese cooking. Each cookbook
provides dozens of recipes exploring a traditional cuisine
as it has evolved to become part of our local mixed plate.

A Filipino Kitchen: Traditional
Recipes with an Island Twist

Adam Tabura
ISBN-13: 978-1939487-66-7 • © 2016 •
6 x 9 in • 184 pp. • $22.95 • hardcover,
concealed wire-o
These 100-plus recipes encompass all
aspects of Filipino cooking in Hawai‘i
today. Many of Adam’s island-style
recipes, influenced by Hawai‘i’s plantation
heritage, show new twists on traditional
dishes. Plantation-style dishes are given
a Filipino touch and Filipino dishes are
given a tropical flavor. And many Hawai’i
chefs share their contemporary recipes as
well as versions of traditional dishes.

A Korean Kitchen: Traditional Recipes
with an Island Twist
Joan Namkoong
ISBN-13: 978-1939487-10-0 • © 2013 •
6 x 9 in • 180 pp. • $22.95 • hardcover,
concealed wire-o
Kalbi, kimchi, meat chon and mandu are
some of the delectable Korean dishes we
love in Hawai‘i. But did you know that
some of these dishes are unique to Hawai‘i
in the way they are prepared and served?

A Chinese Kitchen
Traditional Recipes with an Island
Twist

Lynette Lo Tom
ISBN-13: 978-1939487-52-0
© 2015 • 6 x 9 in • 216 pp.
$21.95 • hardcover, concealed wire-o
A Chinese Kitchen goes behind the scenes
explaining the recipes, providing insights
into Chinese food traditions, culture and
experience in Hawai‘i. The many stories
interspersed throughout the book give
colorful insights into Chinese life in
Hawai‘i from the 1950s to the present.

A Japanese Kitchen
Traditional Recipes with an Island
Twist

Muriel Miura
ISBN-13: 978-1939487-83-4
© 2017 • 6 x 9 in • 272 pp.
$23.95 • hardcover, concealed wire-o
Muriel Miura gives us 170 recipes based
upon her family’s treasury of favorites.
Here you’ll explore the essence of Japanese
cooking, from Zensai (appetizers) to
Okashi (desserts). Extensively illustrated, it
includes detailed background information,
cultural insights, and family vignettes.

An Okinawan Kitchen
Traditional Recipes with an Island
Twist

Grant Sato
ISBN-13: 978-1939487-37-7
© 2014 • 6 x 9 in • 164 pp.
$21.95 • hardcover, concealed wire-o
An Okinawan Kitchen is the third in a
series of cookbooks exploring Hawai‘i’s
many ethnic cuisines from the viewpoint
of those who grew up in Hawai‘i and
learned to make the dishes of their
heritage, local-style.

A Portuguese-Hawai‘i Kitchen: The
Local Food of Island Portuguese

Wanda A. Adams
ISBN-13: 978-1939487-09-4 • © 2018 •
6 x 9 in • 232 pp. • $21.95 • hardcover,
concealed wire-o
Portuguese cooking is at its heart very,
very simple. This is what makes it
difficult. The cuisine relies on the freshest,
most carefully selected ingredients. Made
with flavorless, mass-produced products, it
is comforting, but not edgy.

sample spread from A Korean Kitchen
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Hawai‘i’s Food Dictionary
Over 800 Familiar and Not So
Familiar Ingredients Found in
Hawai‘i’s Local Cuisines

Hawai‘i’s ‘Ohana Cookbook
From Our Family to Yours

Hawai‘i’s Rice Cooker Cookbook

Hawaiian-Style Musubi Cookbook

Hurry Up and Wait
Hawai‘i’s Favorite Recipes for the
Pressure Cooker and the Slow Cooker

Keiki in the Kitchen with Mika the
Sous Chef

Kūpuna in the Kitchen
Treasured Recipes by Hawai‘i’s
beloved Kūpuna

Maui Kosher, New Edition

ISBN-13: 978-1939487-49-0
© 2015 • 5 x 8 in • 128 pp.
$10.95 • softcover
Highly illustrated, Hawai‘i’s Food
Dictionary provides the definition,
multiple names, and origins of many of the
foods found in Hawai‘i’s many cuisines.

Malia & Jade Ogoshi
ISBN-13: 978-1939487-98-8
© 2018 • 6 x 9 in • 184 pp.
$19.95 • hardcover, concealed wire-o
A mother and daughter’s perspective of
an Island family table through the lens of
an everyday household appliance—the
automatic rice cooker. Over 120 recipes
showcase family favorites with some
surprise dishes drawn from different
places and times in our lives.

Betty Shimabukuro and Joleen Oshiro
ISBN-13: 978-1939487-08-7
© 2013 • 6 x 9 in • 168 pp.
$15.95 • softcover, concealed wire-o
The pressure cooker and the slow cooker
may seem to be devices with little in
common. One works fast, the other takes
its time. But both yield wholesome, tasty
dishes and can go a long way toward the
goal of efficiently produced meals for busy
families.

ISBN-13: 978-1-7325030-6-9
© 2019 • 6 x 9 in • 104 pp.
$17.95 • hardcover, concealed wire-o
Kūpuna in the Kitchen was created
by students at ‘Iolani School who are
passionate about preserving home-cooked
recipes and histories of our beloved
kūpuna. Each recipe shares the history of
our kūpuna as well as the origins of their
family dishes, such as Great Grandma’s
New Year’s Ozoni Soup, Nana’s Pickled
Aku Bones, and Moist Banana Cake.
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edited by Joleen Oshiro and
Betty Shimabukuro
ISBN-10: 1-56647-953-3
ISBN-13: 978-1-56647-953-0
© 2011 • 6 x 9 in • 216 pp.
$17.95 • softcover, concealed wire-o
To celebrate family cooking in the Islands,
the Honolulu Star-Advertiser has gathered
105 of Hawai‘i’s ‘ohana recipes that cover
our Islands’ multicultural heritage. Here
are our cooking treasures, secrets, and
traditions shared and enjoyed either daily
or during holidays, or on special occasions.

Ashley Oshiro & Tom Kowach
ISBN-13: 978-1939487-70-4
© 2016 • 6 x 9 in • 128 pp.
$14.95 • softcover, concealed wire-o
Hawai‘i’s first recipe book devoted
entirely to musubi. Over eighty creative
and delicious recipes integrate Hawai‘i’s
favorite foods like teriyaki, katsu, and
chili with the traditional nori wrapper and
rice. Enjoy dishes like mochiko, chicken
musubi, beef katsu musubi, beef teriyaki
musubi, and of course, SPAM® musubi.

Denise Hayashi Yamaguchi
illustrated by Mark C.L. Ching
ISBN-13: 978-1-7325030-3-8
© 2018 • 9 x 8.5 in • 128 pp.
$19.99 • hardcover concealed wire-o
Inspired by a Lhasa Apso puppy and the
Hawai‘i Agricultural Foundation, Keiki in
the Kitchen teaches kids where food comes
from and includes kid-friendly recipes
to connect Hawai‘i’s children to the local
agricultural industry.

Danit Schusterman
ISBN-10: 1-56647-963-0
ISBN-13: 978-1-56647-963-9
© 2016 • 6 x 9 in • 208 pp.
$19.95 • softcover, concealed wire-o
This new edition of over 175 easy-tomake, mostly vegetarian, kosher recipes
emphasizes using fresh produce whenever
possible. Your palate will be enticed by
appetizers like Sushi Salad and Sweet
Hāna Carrot Soup, and entrées like Sweet
Maui Onion Rice with Grilled ‘Ahi
Teriyaki or Pepper Steak with Mango and
desserts like Maui Gold Pineapple Mint
Sorbet and Chocolate Macadamia Nut
Cookies.
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HAWAI‘I’S Best

COOKING

COOKBOOKS
Jean Watanabe Hee

Best-selling cookbook author, Jean Hee, shares quick
and easy-to-make Island dishes that epitomize
Hawai‘i’s local cuisine with a wide variety of comfort
foods, delicious desserts, salads and sides, classic, and
creative mochi recipes.

The Best of the Best Hawai‘i Local
Desserts

Jean Watanabe Hee
ISBN-13: 978-1939487-77-3
© 2017 • 6 x 9 in • 192 pp.
$15.95 • softcover, concealed wire-o
A collection of Jean’s favorite
dessert recipes compiled from all her
cookbooks—not just the dessert ones—
so they can be found in one convenient
volume. Handpicked by Jean, there
are easy-to-prepare desserts that use
ingredients found in any pantry as well as
elegant, made-from-scratch masterpieces
for those who have the time to bake on a
lazy Sunday afternoon.

Hawai‘i’s Best Local Dishes

Hawai‘i’s Best Mochi Recipes

Hawai‘i’s Best Pūpū & Potluck

Hawai‘i’s Best Quick & Easy Recipes

Hawai‘i’s Best Salads, Sides & Soups

Jean Hee’s Best of the Best Hawai‘i
Recipes

Jean Watanabe Hee
ISBN-10: 1-56647-570-8
ISBN-13: 978-1-56647-570-9
© 2001 • 6 x 9 in • 170 pp.
$15.95 • softcover, concealed wire-o
Here is a collection of Hawai‘i’s best local
dishes! These are the recipes passed on
from friends, coworkers, and relatives, the
local favorites that are found at potlucks
and beach barbecues throughout the
Islands. Many recipes are quick and easy
for those who need to whip up a meal in
thirty minutes or less after a long day at
work.

Jean Watanabe Hee
ISBN-10: 1-56647-654-2
ISBN-13: 978-1-56647-654-6
© 2004 • 6 x 9 in • 144 pp.
$14.95 • softcover, concealed wire-o
Jean Watanabe Hee has done it again! Her
fourth cookbook, Hawai‘i’s Best Pūpū
& Potluck is sure to rival her first three
best-selling titles. More than 100 quick
and easy recipes collected from Jean’s
relatives, friends, and colleagues are sure
to be the hit of any party.

Jean Watanabe Hee
ISBN-10: 1-56647-781-6
ISBN-13: 978-1-56647-781-9
© 2006 • 6 x 9 in • 160 pp.
$14.95 • softcover, concealed wire-o
Over 100 recipes for hearty and nutritious
salads, savory soups, and tasty side dishes.
Find recipes for everything from classic
Chicken Noodle Soup, to the exotic
Lemongrass Tofu, to the fun and eyecatching Jell-O Fruit salad.

Jean Watanabe Hee
ISBN-10: 1-56647-336-5
ISBN-13: 978-1-56647-336-1
© 2000 • 6 x 9 in • 128 pp.
$15.95 • softcover, concealed wire-o
In this grand collection of mochi recipes,
not only can you find traditional recipes
and today’s popular mochi desserts all
in one cookbook, but also included are
entrees, such as Siu Mai with Mochi
Rice, Crisp Fried Shrimp, and Mochiko
Chicken.

Jean Watanabe Hee
ISBN-10: 1-56647-901-0
ISBN-13: 978-1-56647-901-1
© 2009 • 6 x 9 in • 152 pp.
$15.95 • softcover, concealed wire-o
Whether you’re cooking for one or making
pūpū for a family gathering, Hawai‘i’s
Best Quick & Easy Recipes will help you
plan your next meal in no time!

Jean Watanabe Hee
ISBN-10: 1-56647-842-1
ISBN-13: 978-1-56647-842-7
© 2007 • 6 x 9 in • 176 pp.
$14.95 • softcover, concealed wire-o
Jean Hee has hand-picked the most
delicious, can’t-miss dishes from her five
“Hawai‘i’s Best” cookbooks and has put
them into one handy volume–complete
with a few new recipes found nowhere
else!

MUTUAL PUBLISHING • Ph: 808-732-1709 • info@mutualpublishing.com • www.mutualpublishing.com
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Muriel Miura’s Home Cooking
Hawai‘i-Style: Island Comfort
Food at Its Best
Muriel Miura
ISBN-13: 978-1-949307-19-1
© 2021 • 7.5 x 9 in • 228 pp.
$23.95 • hardcover, concealed
wire-o
A collection of “old-time favorite”
recipes reflecting and celebrating
Hawai‘i’s ethnic and cultural
diversity; a must for every
cookbook shelf, owing to its
extensive variety of dishes and its
detailed, carefully selected and
honed recipes.

Tasting Hawai‘i Vegan Style
Over 120 Plant-Based and
Gluten-Free Recipes

Lillian Cumic
ISBN-13: 978-1-949307-27-6
© 2021 • 7.5 x 9 in • 272 pp.
$25.95 • hardcover, concealed
wire-o
Tasting Hawai‘i Vegan Style opens
your mind to all the possibilities
the plant kingdom offers and
gives you the confidence to start
a healthy vegan lifestyle. Included
are traditional local favorites,
poke, vegan seafood, vegan
cheeses, and desserts.

What Maui Likes to Eat

Tylun Pang
ISBN-13: 978-1-56647-936-3
© 2010 • 9 x 9 in • 256 pp.
$32.95 • hardcover, concealed
wire-o
Mauians love food! They cook
with Maui grown produce, island
range beef, and fish caught in
their waters. They love localkine grindz, ethnic fare, family
favorites handed down through
the generations, paniolo food,
plantation kaukau, and Hawaiian
regional cuisine prepared by the
island’s best chefs.

The Little Hawai‘i Tastes & Flavors
Cookbook

ISBN-10: 1-56647-778-6
ISBN-13: 978-1-56647-778-9
© 2006 • 4.25 x 6 in • 80 pp.
$8.95 • hardcover
Over fifty recipes present a delicious
spectrum of local fare that Islanders have
grown up eating and visitors can’t get
enough of. With culinary roots that are
Asian, Hawaiian, American, and more,
these dishes may be served traditionalstyle or with a contemporary twist.
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A Taste of Aloha Favorites
A Collection of Recipes from The
Junior League of Honolulu

ISBN-13: 978-1-949307-09-2
© 2019 • 6 x 9 in • 320 pp.
$25.00 • hardcover, concealed wire-o
Back by popular demand, here are
the best and favorite dishes from The
Junior League of Honolulu’s legendary
cookbooks from the 80s-early aughts.
Over 250 recipes to enjoy and cook for
your family or guests. There are traditional
Island favorites, lū‘au food, and an array of
desserts featuring Island fruits.

What the Big Island Likes to
Eat

Audrey Wilson
ISBN-10: 1-56647-886-3
ISBN-13: 978-1-56647-886-1
© 2008 • 9 x 9 in • 224 pp.
$31.95 • hardcover, concealed
wire-o
Big Islanders eat delicious food
caught and grown on the island.
There’s a local fishing industry,
but many folks still catch their
own. They cook with local
fruits and vegetables grown in
back yards or bought at farmers
markets.

Yum Yum Cha: Let’s Eat Dim Sum in
Hawai‘i

Muriel Miura with Lynette Lo Tom
ISBN-13: 978-1-949307-29-0
© 2021 • 6 x 9 in • 224 pp.
$20.95 • hardcover, concealed wire-o
Over 100 recipes that duplicate what you
can order in restaurants serving dim sum
or shops and bakeries specializing in
dim sum in the Islands. What you may
have thought was complicated cooking
or preparation is clearly explained so you
can prepare the Islands’ favorite dim sum
dishes for family and friends.

Little Hawaiian Cookbook

Jean Watanabe Hee
ISBN-10: 1-56647-793-X
ISBN-13: 978-1-56647-793-2
© 2006 • 4.25 x 6 in • 80 pp.
$7.95 • hardcover
A collection of the best and favorite local
recipes from pūpū to desserts.
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Little Hawaiian 5-Ingredient
Cookbook

Little Hawaiian Hurry Up & Wait
Cookbook

Little Hawaiian Japanese
Cooking Hawai‘i Style

Little Hawaiian Korean Kitchen
Cookbook

Little Hawaiian Liliko‘i Cookbook

Little Hawaiian ‘Ohana Cookbook

Little Hawaiian Tropical Drink Book

Little Hawaiian Cookbooks:
Tastes & Flavors of Mochi

Malia Ogoshi
ISBN-13: 978-1939487-23-0
© 2013 • 4.25 x 6 in • 80 pp.
$8.95 • hardcover
With today’s busy schedules, traffic jams,
and growing costs, here is the answer
for simple meals that can be put together
without another stop at the supermarket.

Muriel Miura
ISBN-13: 978-1939487-24-7
© 2013 • 4.25 x 6 in • 88 pp.
$7.95 • hardcover
Japanese cuisine has long been a part of
Hawai‘i’s culinary identity and history.
This collection of recipes emphasizes
freshness, simplicity, and elegance of
presentation—all guiding principles of
Japanese cooking.

Gail Hercher
ISBN-10: 1-56647-983-5
ISBN-13: 978-1-56647-983-7
© 2012 • 4.25 x 6 in • 96 pp.
$7.95 • hardcover
Liliko‘i, one of Hawai‘i’s most distinctive
fruits, is known for its sweet-tart taste,
intoxicating fragrance, and exquisite color.

Don the BeachComber
ISBN-10: 1-56647-692-5
ISBN-13: 978-1-56647-692-8
© 2004 • 4.25 x 6 in • 80 pp.
$7.95 • hardcover
All these drinks were created by the
legendary mixologist Don Beach, a.k.a.
Don the Beachcomber, a South Seas
adventurer who concocted drinks for
everyone from Clark Gable to Marlene
Dietrich. Contains thirty-nine of Don’s
best recipes including lū‘au libations,
Polynesian potions and tropical tonics, as
well as invaluable mixing and bartending
tips and advice on finding the best rums.

Betty Shimabukuro and Joleen Oshiro
ISBN-13: 978-1939487-34-6
© 2014 • 4.25 x 6 in • 80 pp.
$7.95 • hardcover
The best of from Hurry Up and Wait is a
collection of local-style recipes designed
to make the best use of these devices. If
you’ve already mastered kālua pork in the
pressure cooker or corned beef in your
Crock-Pot, try something new from the
“Hurry Up and Wait Repertoire.”

Joan Namkoong
ISBN-13: 978-1939487-33-9
2014 • 4.25 x 6 in • 80 pp.
$7.95 • hardcover
Kalbi, kimchi, meat chon and mandu are
some of the delectable Korean dishes we
love in Hawai‘i. But did you know that
some of these dishes are unique to Hawai‘i
in the way they are prepared and served?

edited by Joleen Oshiro and
Betty Shimabukuro
ISBN-10: 978-1939487-22-3
© 2013 • 4.25 x 6 in • 84 pp.
$8.95 • hardcover
Like one big family reunion, here is a
collection of the best recipes shared by
Hawai‘i’s families that cover our Islands’
multicultural heritage.

Jean Watanabe Hee
ISBN-10: 1-56647-754-9
ISBN-13: 978-1-56647-754-3
© 2005 • 4.25 x 6 in • 64 pp.
$7.95 • hardcover
Selected from the best-selling Hawai‘i’s
Best Mochi Recipes by Jean Watanabe
Hee, this abridged collection of recipes
offers traditional and contemporary mochi
delicacies that can be eaten anytime.
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Chef Sam Choy
Coo kboo ks
Chef Sam Choy has been creating delicious mouth-watering dishes with fresh, local Island
ingredients since he was a young boy helping his parents cater huge lū‘au on O‘ahu’s North
Shore. Before the words “Farm-to-Table” ever came together, sourcing and cooking with
Hawai‘i’s traditional foods was a way of life for Sam. He has become a legend not only for his
cooking but also for his outgoing personality. Appearing as a celebrity chef at special events
and fundraisers, Sam is Hawai‘i’s unofficial goodwill ambassador and the godfather of poke,
a Hawai‘i food gone global. Sam lives in Kona on the Big Island with his wife Carol and their
family.
Poke: Hawai‘i’s Food

Chef Sam Choy
ISBN-13: 978-1939487-48-3
© 2015 • 6 x 9 in • 192 pp.
$21.95 • hardcover, concealed wire-o
Poke is popular everywhere in the Islands
and now in many places on the mainland
U.S. as well. With over 110 recipes,
including contributions from his chef
friends, Sam demonstrates poke’s amazing
versatility—from traditional poke dishes,
to recipes influenced by the flavors and
seasonings brought to Hawai‘i by Asian
newcomers.
sample spread from Poke Hawai‘i’s Food

Sam Choy’s Aloha Cuisine
Island Cooking at Its best

ISBN-13: 978-1939487-84-1
© 2017• 6 x 9 in • 216pp.
$21.95 • hardcover, wire-o bound
Aloha Cuisine matches and blends selected
recipes of Chef Sam Choy from both his
New York and Hawai‘i-published books
that define his popular Hawaiian Regional
Cuisine. Chef Sam Choy presents the best
recipes of his signature local fare from
pūpū to desserts.

ISBN-10: 1-56647-647-X
ISBN-13: 978-1-56647-647-8
© 2003 • 4.25 x 6 in • 60 pp.
$7.95 • hardcover
Join celebrity chef Sam Choy in this little
celebration of Hawai‘i’s cuisine. Though
the book is tiny, it will satisfy some mighty
appetites and introduce you to the world of
Hawaiian regional cuisine!

Sam Choy’s Little Hawaiian Poke
Cookbook

With Sam Choy
Hawai‘i’s Easy Cooking from the
Heart

ISBN-10: 1-56647-699-2
ISBN-13: 978-1-56647-699-7
© 2004 • 4.25 x 6 in • 60 pp.
$8.95 • hardcover
Poke is a dish that is usually built
around raw seafood, cut into cubes and
dressed with sauces and spices. Hawai‘i’s
ambassador of poke, Chef Sam Choy,
has collected more than thirty of the
Islands’ very best poke recipes for Sam
Choy’s Little Hawaiian Poke Cookbook.
You’ll find such delicacies as Red Hot
and Blackened Poke and ‘Ahi Poke with
Lemongrass.
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Sam Choy’s Little Hawaiian Cookbook
for Big Appetites

ISBN-13: 978-1939487-91-9
© 2018 • 6 x 9 in • 184 pp.
$15.95 • softcover, concealed wire-o
For Sam, cooking should be easy and
from the heart, and this why he did this
new edition of With Sam Choy. This
collection of recipes emphasizes natural
farm-to-table ingredients. All the cooking
is one step, including the accompanying
dips and sauces. And, being a Sam Choy
cookbook, the recipes reflect Hawai‘i’s
ethnic culinary traditions and the
original Hawaiian cooking, flavors, and
ingredients with which Sam grew up.
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The Braid

Ian MacMillan
ISBN-10: 1-56647-721-2
ISBN-13: 978-1-56647-721-5
© 2005• 5 x 8 in • 228 pp.
$13.95 • softcover
A nineteen year-old alcoholic is sent on a
voyage to the place of his birth, a place in
his past, a place he needs to return to to
find himself. Ian MacMillan is a master of
storytelling and has the ability to bring the
reader eye to eye with shadowed areas of
the human psyche.

Dramas of Kalalau

Terence James Moeller with
William Gladstone
ISBN-10: 1-56647-827-8
ISBN-13: 978-1-56647-827-4
© 2007• 5 x 8 in • 192 pp.
$13.95 • softcover
With its historical narrative and tales of
adventure, Dramas of Kalalau uniquely
captures the magic of this remote and
otherworldly place. It’s the next best thing
to having made the journey yourself, or a
trip down memory lane for the rugged few
who have.

Asian Supernatural
Including Hawai‘i and the Pacific

Alex G. Paman
ISBN-10: 1-56647-924-X
ISBN-13: 978-1-56647-924-0
© 2010 • 6 x 9 in • 288 pp.
$18.95 • softcover
A listing of ghosts, demons, and witches
from virtually every single Asian
nation and culture. New readers will
be introduced to characters previously
unknown, while natives of the outlined
countries will see their guei, yurei, kwisin,
ma, hantu, multo, and lapu proudly
represented alongside each other in one
comprehensive volume.

The Hawai‘i Bathroom Book
Light Reading for the Lua, Airport,
Bus, Waiting Room...

John Richard Stephens
ISBN-13: 978-1939487-15-5
© 2014 • 4.96 x 7.48 • 376 pp.
$12.95 • softcover
We all enjoy light reading to pass the time
in waiting rooms, to relax, or to help us
fall asleep. Here is Hawai‘i’s first-ever
collection of over 200 flash pieces served
in consumable bites.

Hawaiian Family Album

Mililani Mauka

Obake, Ghost Stories in Hawai‘i

The Polynesian Tattoo Today

Matthew Kaopio
ISBN-10: 1-56647-870-7
ISBN-13: 978-1-56647-870-0
© 2008 • 11 x 8.5 in • 48 pp.
$13.95 • softcover
In Hawaiian Family Album, Kaopio
presents eleven of his grandmother’s
stories, each accompanied by a vibrant
mouth-brush painting. The stories in this
collection are heartwarming, funny, and
scary. They tell of a time in Hawai‘i when
clouds foretold the events of the day and
animals had the power to protect or curse.

Glen Grant
illustrated by Ross Yamanaka
ISBN-10: 1-56647-704-2
ISBN-13: 978-1-56647-704-8
© 1994 • 5 x 7.75 in • 272 pp.
$13.95 • softcover
This large format edition of Obake:
Ghost Stories in Hawai‘i is suitable for
library collections. The book showcases
supernatural tales collected from islanders
of all backgrounds that first appeared
in 1983 in the Hawaii Herald. They are
presented here for the first time in a single
volume.

Chris McKinney
ISBN-10: 1-56647-869-3
ISBN-13: 978-1-56647-869-4
© 2009 • 5.5 x 8 in • 240 pp.
$12.95 • softcover
Hawai‘i’s breakthrough novelist, Chris
McKinney, has written a fourth novel that
continues to delve deep into the heart of
Hawai‘i’s dark side. In Mililani Mauka,
the lives of two island families, the Motts
and the Krills, come together as they try to
keep afloat in a changing Honolulu, a city
of growing suburbs and homeless camps.

Tricia Allen
ISBN-10: 1-56647-921-5
ISBN-13: 978-1-56647-921-9
© 2010 • 6 x 9 in • 296 pp.
$22.95 • softcover
Polynesian tattooing has enjoyed a robust
revival in recent years. This compilation
of over 200 images presents some of the
finest work being done both in the islands
and abroad.
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The Red-headed Hawaiian

The Tattoo

Tweakerville
Life and Death in Hawai‘i’s Ice World

Written in the Sky

Chris McKinney and Rudy Puana, M.D.
ISBN-13: 978-1939487-29-2
© 2014 • 5.5 x 8 in • 204 pp.
$12.95 • softcover
In this compelling, reflective, and
sometimes humorous memoir, the son of
a dark-skinned, tough-as-nails Hawaiian
father and a no-nonsense Hawaiian mother
is born with red hair. The Red-headed
Hawaiian is about the hard work and
sacrifices that have to be made in order to
achieve one’s dreams.

Alexei Melnick
ISBN-10: 1-56647-933-9
ISBN-13: 978-1-56647-933-2
© 2010 • 5.5 x 8 in • 276 pp.
$15.95 • softcover
Tweakerville is compulsive reading,
appalling and enthralling from killer
beginning to killer ending.

Chris McKinney
ISBN-13: 978-1-56647-319-4
© 2000 • 4.25 x 7 in • 216 pp.
$8.95 • softcover
Set in contemporary Hawai‘i, The Tattoo
reveals a side of paradise not usually seen
as it traces the life of Ken Hideyoshi, a
young man with a troubled past. Orphaned
by his mother at an impressionable young
age, Ken grows up with an abusive, distant
father unable to communicate anything but
anger. His teen years are spent on a roller
coaster as he tries to deal with a growing
inner rage.

Matthew Kaopio
ISBN-10: 1-56647-723-9
ISBN-13: 978-1-56647-723-9
© 2005 • 5.5 x 8 in • 160 pp.
$12.95 • softcover
‘Ikauikalani, living among the homeless
in Ala Moana Park, spends his days
observing tourists, swimming in the
ocean, and looking for loose change. But
‘Ikau can see the future in the movements
of the clouds. In a dream, his deceased
grandmother speaks to him: find Mariah
Wong, a name that means nothing to him.

Yakudoshi
Age of Calamity

Chris McKinney
ISBN-13: 978-1939487-65-0
© 2016 • 5.5 x 8 in • 232 pp.
$13.95 • softcover
Best-selling author Chris McKinney’s seventh novel once again
takes place in Hawai‘i’s underworld of lounge bars, drugs,
gambling, and crime. Yakudoshi is about a changing world
and a man who is trying to change with it. It is about how a
father’s love can bend his code. But most of all, it’s about how
the roughest year in a person’s life can sometimes be the most
enlightening one.

GARDEN & PLANT LIFE
Growing Hawai‘i’s Native Plants, New
Edition

Kerin E. Lilleeng-Rosenberger
ISBN-13: 978-1939487-71-1
© 2016• 8.5 x 11 in • 440 pp.
$46.00 • softcover
This book is a one-stop reference
work for scientists and nursery
owners, conservationists and backyard
gardeners alike. Tropical gardeners and
conservationists around the world will also
find this volume a valuable addition to the
comparatively small literature on tropical
plant propagation and conservation.
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Growing Palm Trees in Hawai‘i
and Other Tropical Climates

David Leaser
ISBN-10: 1-56647-825-1
ISBN-13: 978-1-56647-825-0
© 2007• 6 x 9 in • 128 pp.
$12.95 • softcover
Whether you are a beginner or an
experienced gardener, this handy reference
is the perfect instruction manual for
growing palm trees in Hawai‘i and other
tropical locations.
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GARDEN & PLANT LIFE
Growing Plumerias in Hawai‘i

A Guide to Hawai‘i’s Coastal Plants

Hawai‘i’s Floral Splendor

A Hiker’s Guide to Trailside
Plants in Hawai‘i

Jim Little
ISBN-10: 1-56647-772-7
ISBN-13: 978-1-56647-772-7
© 2006 • 6 x 9 in • 160 pp.
$16.95 • softcover
Presenting over thirty years of botanical
experiences and discovery by plumeria
expert Jim Little, along with diagrams and
over 200 full color images, this book is for
anyone who is enamored by plumerias.
Those who are especially interested in
growing their own blossoming trees will
find Growing Plumerias in Hawai‘i an
essential reference guide and addition to
their botanical library.
Angela Kay Kepler
ISBN-10: 1-56647-170-2
ISBN-13: 978-1-56647-170-1
© 1997 • 6 x 9 in • 144 pp.
$14.95 • softcover
The book’s 388 species, and varieties,
lavishly illustrated, cover a dazzling array
of flora, some native also to other Pacific
Islands, some unique to Hawai‘i.

Michael Walther
ISBN-10: 1-56647-653-4
ISBN-13: 978-1-56647-653-9
© 2004 • 5 x 8 in • 144 pp.
$11.95 • softcover
For both the novice and experienced
botanist, A Guide to Hawai‘i’s Coastal
Plants is a comprehensive field manual of
ninety coastal plant species-both native
and non-native. Full-color photographs
are accompanied by descriptions of
appearance, habitat and distribution
information, traditional uses, and
historical or cultural anecdotes.

John B. Hall
ISBN-10: 1-56647-872-3
ISBN-13: 978-1-56647-872-4
© 2004 • 5 x 8 in • 248 pp.
$16.95 • softcover
From arid coastal plains to chilly cloud
forests, Hawai‘i is home to an astonishing
range of flora. Many of our plant species,
like the regal koa and hardy silversword,
can be found nowhere else in the world.
This handy guide introduces both native
and nonnative plants hikers are likely to
encounter on Hawai‘i’s trails.

Native Hawaiian Plants
How to Grow, Cultivate, and Enjoy 25
Popular Plants
Kerin E. Lilleeng
ISBN-13: 978-1939487-96-4
© 2018 • 6 x 9 in • 156 pp.
$14.95 • softcover
A one-stop reference work for backyard
gardeners as well as nursery owners
and conservationists alike. Tropical
gardeners around the world will also find
this volume a valuable addition to the
comparatively small literature on tropical
plant propagation and conservation.

A Pocket Guide to Hawai‘i’s Flowers

Leland Miyano
ISBN-10: 1-56647-149-4
ISBN-13: 978-1-56647-149-7
© 1997 • 5 x 7 in • 112 pp.
$9.95 • softcover
The origin, use and diversity of each
flower. Through the combined effort of
Peebles’ photography and Miyano’s words,
the wonder of Hawai‘i’s foliage splashes
alive.

sample spread from Native Hawaiian Plants

A Pocket Guide to Hawai‘i’s Trees and
Shrubs

H. Douglas Pratt
ISBN-10: 1-56647-219-9
ISBN-13: 978-1-56647-219-7
© 1998 • 5 x 7 in • 136 pp.
$9.95 • softcover
A complete guide to native and naturalized
trees, shrubs, and large vines in the
Hawaiian Islands. Small enough for a
backpack, but complete enough to be a
valuable bookshelf reference.
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GUIDEBOOKS
Maui’s Hana Highway

Angela Kay Kepler
ISBN-10: 0-935180-62-1
ISBN-13: 978-0-935180-62-6
© 1987 • 5.5 x 8.75 in • 80 pp.
$10.95 • softcover
A guide to the incredible fifty-two-mile
journey through Maui’s most breathtaking
scenery, with over 240 photographs of the
sights and natural wonders along the way.

O‘ahu Travelogue

Curt Sanburn, Jan TenBruggencate, Ui
Goldsberry and Steven Goldsberry
photography by Douglas Peebles
ISBN-10: 1-56647-125-7
ISBN-13: 978-1-56647-125-1
© 1997 • 8.5 x 11 in • 64 pp.
$10.95 • softcover
Designed in coffee table format, this series
presents the best of the island—scenery,
sites, adventures, and natural history.

A Pocket Guide to Hawai‘i,
Land of Volcanoes

Jan TenBruggencate
photography by Douglas Peebles
ISBN-10: 1-56647-497-3
ISBN-13: 978-1-56647-497-9
© 2000 • 5 x 7 in • 128 pp.
$9.95 • softcover
The text and images of this book take a
sweeping view of the world of Hawai‘i
and its volcanoes. They are studied from a
geological standpoint, along with the oral
traditions of ancient Hawaiians, and the
reactions of early Western observers.

O‘ahu Beach Access
A Guide to O‘ahu’s Beaches Through
the Public Rights of Way

Katherine Garner and Carol Kettner
ISBN-10: 1-56647-975-4
ISBN-13: 978-1-56647-975-2
© 2012 • 6 x 9 in • 168 pp.
$9.95 • softcover
Enrich and enhance your O‘ahu beach
experience. Take the Public Rights of Way
and exercise your right to an adventure.
Venture off the beaten path and explore the
beach wonders that make O‘ahu special.

Pocket Guide to Kaua‘i, A

Curt Sanburn
photography by Douglas Peebles
ISBN-10: 1-56647-158-3
ISBN-13: 978-1-56647-158-9
© 2000 • 5 x 7 in • 96 pp.
$9.95 • softcover
In A Pocket Guide to Kaua‘i you are
given tips and instructions on where
to find your special beach, or that
unforgettable view, or a waterfall
where you can take a wonderfully
refreshing plunge.

A Pocket Guide to Nature on
O‘ahu

Michael Walther
ISBN-13: 978-1939487-45-2
© 2015 • 5 x 7 in • 160 pp.
$10.95 • softcover
A Pocket Guide to Nature on O‘ahu
shows where O‘ahu’s nature can easily be
discovered and the island’s native birds,
sea creatures, and plants viewed firsthand.

A Pocket Guide to The Big Island

Curt Sanburn
photography by Douglas Peebles
ISBN-10: 1-56647-160-5
ISBN-13: 978-1-56647-160-2
© 2000 • 5 x 7 in • 96 pp.
$8.95 • softcover
A Pocket Guide to the Big Island leads you
through this fantastic place. Included is
valuable information to help you find the
safest swimming spots, the most popular
attractions, and the finest views on the
island.
sample spread from A Pocket Guide to Natur
e on
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HAWAIIAN
HISTORY
LANGUAGE
Easy Guide to the Hawaiian
Language, An

Handy Hawaiian Dictionary
Hawaiian- English and EnglishHawaiian

Jade Mapuana Riley
ISBN-10: 1-56647-715-8
ISBN-13: 978-1-56647-715-4
© 2005 • 4.375 x 6 in • 64 pp.
$4.95 • softcover
Packed with basic, useful words for
everyday conversation, this is written
in English-Hawaiian translation and
organized by categories for quick
referencing. Complete with common
definitions and pronunciation tips, this
guide will help beginners become familiar
with speaking Hawaiian.

Henry P. Judd, Mary Kawena Pūku‘i, and
John F. G. Stokes
ISBN-10: 1-56647-112-5
ISBN-13: 978-1-56647-112-1
© 1995 • 4.25 x 7 in • 320 pp.
$7.95 • softcover
This English-Hawaiian and HawaiianEnglish dictionary contains over 5,000
words, with a pronunciation guide and
grammatical notes.

Hawaiian Word Book, The
Over 50 Most Commonly Used
Hawaiian Words and More

Jade Mapuana Riley
ISBN-10: 1-56647-634-8
ISBN-13: 978-1-56647-634-8
© 2003 • 4.5375 x 6 in • 64 pp.
$4.95 • softcover
The most frequently used Hawaiian words
used in Hawai‘i today to help in everyday
conversation. Explanations include the
dual or multiple meanings so common in
the Hawaiian language, pronunciation and
when and how to use them.

sample spread from The Hawaiian Word Book

HISTORY
Ancient Sites of Hawai‘i—
Revised & Expanded Edition
A Guide to Hawaiian Archaeological
and Cultural Places on the Big Island

Van James
ISBN-13: 978-1939487-27-8
© 2014 • 6 x 9 in • 18pp.
$19.95 • hardcover, concealed wire-o
In this easy-to-follow book, author Van
James highlights the features, legends
and archeology of 50 Big Island sites.
Each site description includes one or more
photographs, directions, and a map for
easy location.

Ancient Sites of Kaua‘i
A Guide to Hawaiian Archaeological
and Cultural Places
Van James
ISBN-13: 978-1939487-44-5
© 1995 • 6 x 9 in • 176 pp.
$19.95 • hardcover, concealed wire-o
In this informative and easy-to-follow
book, author Van James highlights the
features, legends, and archaeology of
forty Kaua‘i sites, including Ni‘ihau and
Papahānaumokuākea, the Northwestern
Hawaiian Islands. Each site description
includes a photograph, directions, and a
map for easy location.

Ancient Sites of Maui, Moloka‘i and
Lāna‘i
Revised & Expanded Edition
A Guide to Hawaiian Archaeological
and Cultural Places

Van James
ISBN-13: 978-1939487-73-5
© 2018 • 6 x 9 in • 240 pp.
$21.95 • hardcover wire-o
This informative, easy-to-follow guidebook
puts the ancient sites of Maui, Moloka‘i, and
Lāna‘i within the reach of the general public
for the first time. The author describes
the legends and the traditional and recent
history as well as the archaeology of thirtytwo different ancient sites.

Big Island History Makers

LaRue W. Piercy
ISBN-10: 1-56647-063-3
ISBN-13: 978-1-56647-063-6
© 2007 • 5.5 x 8.5 in • 48 pp.
$6.95 • softcover
Originally published as Hawai‘i Island
Leaders in 1990, this edited reprint
conveniently summarizes the history of
the Big Island of Hawai‘i by focusing
on the lives of these real people—
the Polynesians, explorers, western
adventurers, royalty, and missionaries.
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HISTORY • HAWAIIAN
HISTORY MONARCHY
The Betrayal of Lili‘uokalani

Hawaii’s Story by Hawaii’s Queen

The Hawaiian Monarchy

The Hawaiian Monarchy

Kamehameha
Destiny Fulfilled

Lili‘uokalani
A Royal Album

Big Island Journey
An Illustrated Narrative of the Island
of Hawai‘i

Catholic Churches of Hawai‘i
A Shoal of Faith

Helena G. Allen
ISBN-10: 0-935180-89-3
ISBN-13: 978-0-935180-89-3
© 1982 • 4.25 x 7 in • 432 pp.
$10.95 • softcover
A woman caught in the turbulent
maelstrom of cultures in conflict. Treating
Lili‘uokalani’s life with authority and
accuracy, here is an informative chronicle
of the foreign encroachment of Hawai‘i.

Allan Seiden
ISBN-10: 1-56647-648-8
ISBN-13: 978-1-56647-648-5
© 2005 • 9 x 12 in • 152 pp.
$32.95 • hardcover
The Hawaiian Monarchy tells the
extraordinary story of the Hawaiian
Kingdom, from its foundations in its ali‘i past
to its overthrow in 1898. Its eight kings and
queens reigned over a turbulent century that
encompassed the Western discovery of the
Islands, clashes between world powers, the
arrival of the missionaries, the devastating
effects of foreign diseases, and massive and
irrevocable cultural transformation.

Allan Seiden
ISBN-13: 978-1-949307-04-7
© 2019 • 8.5 x 11 in • 160 pp.
$23.95 • softcover
A uniquely informative and beautifully
illustrated biography of Hawai‘i’s
warrior king. It is a story filled with the
components of greatness that would allow
Kamehameha to fulfill both his personal
destiny and define the flow of Hawaiian
history throughout his lifetime and in the
decades that followed.

Sophia V. Schweitzer and Bennett Hymer
ISBN-13: 978-1-56647-917-2
© 2015 • 9.75 x 10 in • 252 pp.
$40.00 • hardcover
The history of the Big Island is one rich
in excitement and drama encapsulating a
cast of personages, dramatic events, and
sweeping cultural, economic, and social
change. Nowhere else will you get such
an extensive, complete history of Hawai‘i
Island with such stunning photography—
notably documentary photos by Franco
Salmoiraghi, Mary Ann Lynch, and Boone
Morrison.
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Queen Lili‘uokalani
ISBN-10: 0-935180-85-0
ISBN-13: 978-0-935180-85-5
© 1990 • 4.15 x 7 in • 448 pp.
$11.95 • softcover
An account of those difficult years at the
end of the nineteenth century, when native
Hawaiian historian David Malo’s 1837
prophecy concerning “the small ones”
being “gobbled up” came true for the
Hawaiian Islands. With an introduction by
Glen Grant.

Maxine Mrantz
ISBN-13: 978-1-939487-94-0
© 2019 • 6 x 9 in • 52 pp.
$7.95 • softcover
The Hawaiian Monarchy provides a
narrative overview of each major monarch
as they fought to protect Hawaiian
sovereignty and its people, covering major
events during their rule and the challenges
they encountered.

Allan Seiden
ISBN-13: 978-1939487-81-0
© 2017 • 7 x 9 in • 136 pp.
$15.95 • softcover
Lili‘uokalani follows the seventy-nine
years of her eventful life, which began in
her grandfather’s grass-thatched hale and
ended in Washington Place. Decade-bydecade, the book focuses on both her
personal transformation and on the people
and events that impacted her and led to the
throne and its loss.

Evan A. Ponton and Philip H. Scharper Jr.
ISBN-13: 978-1939487-97-1
© 2018 • 7 x 9 in • 200 pp.
$19.95 • softcover
A complete and fascinating historical
introduction on the origins of Catholicism
in Hawai‘i, including a brief history
of parish churches across the Islands,
featuring archival photography and
original watercolor artwork, compiled
from church archives, newspaper articles,
and personal interviews.
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HISTORY
Mauna ‘Ala: Hawai‘i’s Royal
Mausoleum

Damien: The Making of a Saint

Princess Ka‘iulani of Hawai‘i
The Monarchy’s Last Hope

The Dark Decade
1829-1839
Anti-Catholic Persecutions in Hawai‘i

Don Chapman with
William Kaihe‘ekai Mai‘oho
ISBN-10: 1-56647-700-X
ISBN-13: 978-1-56647-700-0
© 2004 • 5 x 8 in • 96 pp.
$10.95 • softcover
This book covers the architecture of the
mausoleum, the art in the stained glass
windows, Queen Emma’s mourning at the
site for her husband and child, a map of the
grounds, a list of all entombed, and a brief
history of the caretakers of Mauna ‘Ala
going back to the 1860s.

Kristin Zambucka
ISBN-10: 1-56647-710-7
ISBN-13: 978-1-56647-710-9
© 2005 • 5 x 7.75 in • 160 pp.
$9.95 • softcover
The haunting story of the ScottishHawaiian Princess Victoria Ka‘iulani; the
fragile beauty who, as heir-apparent, was
groomed all her life to be the future Queen
of Hawai‘i. Despite the struggles of loyal
Royalists who fought for the beleaguered
throne, Ka‘iulani’s birthright was swept
away forever when the Monarchy was
overthrown in January, 1893.

ISBN-10: 1-56647-946-0
ISBN-13: 978-1-56647-946-2
© 2011 • 7 x 10 in • 136 pp.
$22.95 • hardcover
Damien’s words are the heart and soul of
this book—vital testimony, all the way to
his innermost thoughts, the meditations of
his heart.

Emmett Cahill
ISBN-10: 1-56647-635-6
ISBN-13: 978-1-56647-635-5
© 2004 • 5 x 8 in • 144 pp.
$12.95 • softcover
Working from long-neglected accounts,
historian Emmett Cahill has rescued from
Hawai‘i’s forgotten annals the compelling
true story of the bitter struggle for the
hearts and minds of the Hawaiian people.

Kaiulani: Crown Princess of Hawai‘i

Famous Visitors to Hawai‘i

Hanalei
A Kaua‘i River Town

A Harvest of Hawai‘i Plantation Pidgin
The Japanese Way

Nancy Webb & Jean Francis Webb
ISBN-10: 1-56647-206-7
ISBN-13: 978-1-56647-206-7
© 1998 • 4.25 x 7 in • 218 pp.
$8.95 • softcover
A biography of a gifted young women
during the years when the Islands
struggled against foreign domination,
saw the monarchy collapse and became a
territory. A valuable chapter in Hawai‘i’s
history.

Daniel Harrington
ISBN-10: 1-56647-847-2
ISBN-13: 978-1-56647-847-2
© 2008 • 6 x 9 in • 224 pp.
$18.95 • softcover
Daniel Harrington’s thoroughly researched
book chronicles the history of Hanalei,
from the arrival of the Polynesians nearly
two thousand years ago to the unexpected
visit of a pod of melon-headed whales
in 2004. Augmented with photographs,
reference maps, and a guide to the area’s
native birds.

Walter Dudley and Pete Hendricks
ISBN-13: 978-1-949307-06-1
© 2019 • 6 x 9 in • 144 pp.
$12.95 • softcover
Over the past two centuries, the Hawaiian
Islands have been visited by millions
of people. Some of these visitors would
become famous as authors, actors,
aviators, and musicians. Others were
already famous and came to Hawai‘i
seeking respite from celebrity. All would
find their lives changed by Hawai‘i,
and many would leave an impact on the
Islands.

Myra Sachiko Ikeda
ISBN-13: 978-1939487-58-2
© 2016 • 6 x 9 in • 160 pp.
$18.95 • hardcover
An examination, from the perspective of
language, of the plantation experience of
the the issei and subsequent generations
who came to Hawai‘i to work in the sugar
fields. Ikeda shows how the Japanese
language spoken by the first workers became
influenced by the need to communicate
with other workers, and how pidgin, quickly
integrated Japanese words.
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HISTORY
Hawai‘i and Its People

Hawai‘i Joins the World

The Hawai‘i Movie and Television
Book
100 Years of Film Production

Hawai‘i This & That
Answers to the Most Frequently
Asked Questions

Hawai‘i’s Pineapple Century
A History of the Crowned Fruit in the
Hawaiian Islands

Hawaiian Journey
Images of Yesteryear

Jan K. TenBruggencate
ISBN-10: 1-56647-667-4
ISBN-13: 978-1-56647-667-6
© 2004 • 6 x 9 in • 197 pp.
$15.95 • softcover
Hawai‘i’s Pineapple Century chronicles
the growth of this fascinating, unique, and
significant industry by documenting the
amazing development of the “crowned
fruit” into an icon of the Hawaiian Islands.

Joseph G. Mullins
ISBN-10: 1-56647-881-2
ISBN-13: 978-1-56647-881-6
© 2012 • 9.75 x 10 in • 144 pp.
$16.95• soft cover
Revised and updated to reflect the onset of
the twenty-first century, this new
edition of Hawaiian Journey captures the
complex weave of ancient and
modern migrations, royalty and
overthrow, statehood and military might,
cultural conflict and fusion.

The Hawaiian Tattoo

Hilo Hattie: A Legend in Our Time

A. Grove Day
ISBN-10: 1-56647-705-0
ISBN-13: 978-1-56647-705-5
© 2005 • 5 x 7.75 in • 360 pp.
$10.95 • softcover
From its beginning in the mists of the
Polynesian past, the story of the peopling
of the Hawaiian Islands has been one of
the most exotic of any state of the Union.
Professor Day reveals the changing phases
of island society from a kingdom to a
polyracial democracy; a “headline history”
updates the story.

Ed Rampell and Luis I. Reyes
ISBN-13: 978-1939487-02-5
© 2013 • 8.5 x 11 in • 264 pp
$25.95 • softcover
Since 1995, more than fifty major
Hollywood theatrical feature films were
made in the Hawaiian Islands, many of
them blockbuster productions, with at
least an additional twenty-five broadcast
network and cable episodic TV shows.

P. F. Kwiatkowski,
illustrated by Tom O‘o Mehau
ISBN-10: 1-56647-982-7
ISBN-13: 978-1-56647-982-0
© 2012 • 8 x 10 in • 72 pp.
$14.95 • softcover
The Hawaiian Tattoo provides a look at
the history, art and traditions of tattooing
in the Hawaiian culture. It is an invaluable
resource about Hawai‘i’s captivating world
of tattoo.
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Walter F. Judd
ISBN-10: 1-56647-233-4
ISBN-13: 978-1-56647-233-3
© 1999 • 6 x 9 in • 240 pp.
$19.95 • hardcover
A detailed, illustrated look at the
development of contact between the
Hawaiian Kingdom and the West that
occurred during the period 1794-1854.
A central personage in the account is
Kekuana‘oa, who lived during the entire
period rising from a minor chief to become
governor of O‘ahu.

LaRue W. Piercy
ISBN-10: 1-56647-633-X
ISBN-13: 978-1-56647-633-1
© 2003 • 4.5 x 6 in • 96 pp.
$5.95 • softcover
The answers to questions and facts that
make Hawai‘i so grand and wonderful a
place. A handy digest of information and
background knowledge about America’s
fiftieth state arranged for easy reference.

Milly Singletary
ISBN-10: 1-56647-780-8
ISBN-13: 978-1-56647-780-2
© 2006 • 6 x 9 in • 188 pp.
$13.95 • softcover
The biography takes the reader from
Clara’s birth at Kapiolani Maternity Home
in 1901 to her birth as “Hilo Hattie” at the
Royal Hawaiian in 1936, through her life
as an entertainer, a friend and a wife, on
to her death in 1978. The story is told with
love and caring for accurateness.
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HISTORY
Ka‘iulani
Hawai‘i’s Tragic Princess

The New Kaua‘i Movie Book
Films Made on the Garden Island

Maui A History, New Edition

Maui Pineapple
Golden Legacy of the Crowned Fruit

Maxine Mrantz
ISBN-13: 978-1939487-95-7
© 2019 • 6 x 9 in • 48 pp.
$7.95 • softcover
Ka‘iulani’s story spans the years when
Hawai‘i struggled against foreign
domination, the monarchy was
overthrown, and Hawai‘i became a
U.S. territory. It is a dramatic story, full
of interest, beauty, and pathos, both
fascinating as the biography of a singularly
gifted, beautiful, and wise young woman,
and valuable as a chapter in the history of
the fiftieth state.
Cummins E. Speakman, Jr.
ISBN-13: 978-1-939487-39-1
© 2014 • 5 x 8 in • 208 pp.
$13.95 • softcover
All the major events and personages in the
island’s saga—Polynesian settlement, precontact life, European discovery, whaling,
the coming of American missionaries,
the development of a sugar plantation
economy, the arrival of Asian immigrants
to work the fields, and Camp Maui/World
War II. History makers include: Chief
Kahekili, La Pérouse, Queen Ka‘ahumanu,
Kamehameha III, Dwight Baldwin,
William Richards, and Claus Spreckels.

Maui Remembers
A Local History

Gail Bartholomew
ISBN-10: 1-56647-070-6
ISBN-13: 978-1-56647-070-4
© 1994 • 8.5 x 11 in • 178 pp.
$24.95 • softcover
Through words and archival photographs
as well as rare items of memorabilia, this
book comprehensively covers Maui’s
history from the time of the island’s
creation through the introduction of nonPolynesian settlers, up to the modern era.

Ni‘ihau: The Traditions of an
Hawaiian Island

Rerioterai Tava and
Moses K. Keale Sr.
ISBN-10: 0-935180-80-X
ISBN-13: 978-0-935180-80-0
© 1989 • 6 x 9 in • 160 pp.
$18.95 • softcover
The people of Ni‘ihau, the “Forbidden
Island,” have a rich history and lore—here
are the poetic sayings, mele, legends, and
place names of Ni‘ihau.

Chris Cook, photography by David Boynton
ISBN-13: 978-1939487-13-1
© 2013 • 8.5 x 11 in • 168 pp.
$22.95 • softcover
It’s not just visitors who have come in
droves to experience Kaua‘i’s scenic
beauty, natural wonders, and sense of
mystery. Hollywood knew Kaua‘i’s secrets
long before the Garden Isle became a
destination for travelers from around the
globe.

Jan TenBruggencate
ISBN-13: 978-1-949307-03-0
© 2019 • 5 x 8 in • 64 pp.
$7.95 • softcover
Maui Pineapple reviews the storied history
of pineapple on Maui from its beginnings
in the 1840s, when thousands of fresh
fruit went by clipper ship to California,
to Hawaiian pineapple’s glory days of
the early 1900s, and finally through the
industry’s contraction due to international
competition. Today, fresh Maui pineapple
is still available and as lip-smacking tasty
as ever.

Menehune Mystery
The Original Tales and the Origins of
the Myth
Jan TenBruggencate
ISBN-13: 978-1-949307-05-4
© 2019 • 6 x 9 in • 160 pp.
$13.95 • softcover
A retelling of favorite narratives: The
‘Alekoko fishpond, the Kīkī-a-Ola
aqueduct, Laka’s canoe, the wizard
Kahano-a-newa and Kū-leo-nui, and
Kamapua‘a’s house, among others. It
is also a forensic analysis of the myth’s
trajectory.

The Parker Ranch of Hawai‘i
The Saga of a Ranch and a Dynasty

Joseph Brennan
ISBN-10: 1-56647-682-8
ISBN-13: 978-1-56647-682-9
© 2004 • 5 x 7.75 in • 184 pp.
$13.95 • softcover
Now back in print in a convenientlysized format for easy reading. Brennan’s
classic is the only volume available of
this important chapter of Big Island and
Hawaiian history. The contemporary
colorful cover should make for impulse
buying.
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HISTORY
Pilgrimage and Exile: Mother
Marianne of Moloka‘i

The Polynesian Family System in
Ka‘u, Hawai‘i

The Story of Kōloa
A Kaua‘i Plantation Town

Tiki of Hawai‘i
A History of Gods and Dreams

Timeline Hawai‘i
An Illustrated Chronological History
of the Islands

Waikı̄kı̄…
An Illustrated Pocket History

Sister Mary Laurence Hanley, O.S.F. and O.A.
Bushnell
ISBN-10: 1-56647-916-9
ISBN-13: 978-1-56647-916-5
© 2009 • 6 x 9 in • 448 pp.
$19.95 • softcover
The Hawaiian Islands were an independent
kingdom when Mother Marianne Cope
was asked in 1883 to send some of her
Sisters to care for the Islands’ sickly poor,
especially the victims of Hansen’s disease.
That same year, she personally led the first
group of six Sisters to Hawai‘i.

Donald Donohugh
ISBN-10: 1-56647-449-3
ISBN-13: 978-1-56647-449-8
© 2001 • 6 x 9 in • 304 pp.
$18.95 • softcover
A detailed history of the plantation town
of Kōloa, based on both oral and written
histories compiled by a long-time resident.
Much of Kaua‘iʻs history has impacted
this town.

Daniel Harrington, with Bennett Hymer,
editor
ISBN-13: 978-1939487-00-1
© 2013 • 8.5 x 11 in • 224 pp.
$25.95 • softcover
This highly illustrated timeline, with over
300 photographs, moves readers through
the history of the Hawaiian Islands, telling
a story point by point until a fuller picture
emerges.

E.S. Craighill Handy &
Mary Kawena Pukui
ISBN-10: 1-56647-812-X
ISBN-13: 978-1-56647-812-0
© 2006 • 5 x 7.75 in • 288 pp.
$13.95 • softcover
This insightful study of the Hawaiian
family, first published in the 1950’s,
explored the manners and customs
accompanying the cycles of life – from
birth, marriage, sexual practices, religious
beliefs, and family relations through death
and afterlife.

Sophia V. Schweitzer
ISBN-10: 1-56647-749-2
ISBN-13: 978-1-56647-749-9
© 2005 • 6 x 9 in • 96 pp.
$12.95 • softcover
Americans sought tiki for comfort and
amusement not too long ago—small
reminders of the carefree life they found
on their Hawaiian vacation, something to
conjure up the memories of sunshine and
mai tais.

Allan Seiden
ISBN-13: 978-1939487-82-7
© 2017 • 7 x 5 in • 76 pp.
$12.95 • softcover
This postcard sized book gives readers
a visual, colorful overview of Waikīkī’s
cultural and natural history. Follow the
changes that passing centuries have
brought, nostalgic reminders of simpler
times that does justice to Waikīkī’s unique
history and sense of place.

HUMOR & GAMES
Amazing Hawai‘i Word Search
Puzzles

ISBN-10: 1-56647-968-1
ISBN-13: 978-1-56647-968-4
© 2012 • 5.875 x 9 in • 112 pp.
$4.95 • softcover
Amazing Hawai‘i Word Search Puzzles is
a fun collection of ninety word searches
covering all things Hawai‘i such as
beaches, place names, local food, plants,
pidgin, and more!
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Awesome Hawai‘i Word Search
Puzzles

ISBN-13: 978-1939487-04-9
© 2013 • 5.875 x 9 in • 112 pp.
$4.95 • softcover
Awesome Hawai‘i Word Search Puzzles
is a fun collection of ninety word searches
covering all things Hawai‘i such as shave
ice favorites, songs, animals, the arts,
fashion, and more!

BOOKLINES HAWAII • A division of The Islander Group • Ph: (808) 676-0116 • www.booklineshawaii.com

HUMOR & GAMES
Enjoyable Hawai‘i Word Search
Puzzles

Entertaining Hawai‘i Crossword
Puzzles

ISBN-13: 978-1-949307-24-5
© 2021 • 5.875 x 9 in • 112 pp.
$4.95 • softcover
Enjoyable Hawai‘i Word Search Puzzles
is a fun collection of ninety word searches
covering all things Hawai‘i such as natural
wonders, movies and television shows
filmed in Hawai‘i, actors and actresses,
flora and fauna, history, and more!
Exercise your brain and have fun while
learning more about Hawai‘i.

ISBN-13: 978-1939487-63-6
© 2016 • 5.875 x 9 in • 112 pp.
$4.95 • softcover
Entertaining Hawai‘i Crossword Puzzles
is a fun collection of ninety crosswords
covering all things Hawai‘i such as
surfboard shops, markets, local writers,
hiking trailers, movies, and more! Exercise
your brain and have fun while learning
more about Hawai‘i.

Fabulous Hawai‘i Word Search
Puzzles

Fantastic Hawai‘i Word Search
Puzzles

Hawai‘i Crosswords & Word Search
Puzzles

Hawai‘i Word Jumbles & Word
Search Puzzles

Hawai‘i Word Search Puzzles

Hawaiian Sudoku

ISBN-13: 978-1-949307-23-8
© 2021 • 5.875 x 9 in • 112 pp.
$4.95 • softcover
Fabulous Hawai‘i Word Search Puzzles
is a fun collection of ninety word searches
covering all things Hawai‘i such as visitor
attractions, hiking spots, local foods, local
animals, and more!
Exercise your brain and have fun while
learning more about Hawai‘i.

ISBN-10: 1-56647-939-8
ISBN-13: 978-1-56647-939-4
© 2010 • 5.875 x 9 in • 112 pp.
$4.95 • softcover
Learn more about Hawai‘i and have fun!
forty-five crossword puzzles and fortyfive word search puzzles cover all things
Hawai‘i such as hiking trails, high schools,
flowers, fish, and more.

ISBN-10: 1-56647-938-X
ISBN-13: 978-1-56647-938-7
© 2010 • 5.875 x 9 in • 112 pp.
$4.95 • softcover
Test your knowledge of Hawai‘i and have
fun! Ninety word search puzzles covering
all things Hawai‘i including place names,
songs about Hawai‘i, local foods, pidgin
words, and more.

ISBN-13: 978-1939487-05-6
© 2013 • 5.875 x 9 in • 112 pp.
$4.95 • softcover
Fantastic Hawai‘i Word Search Puzzles
is a fun collection of ninety word searches
covering all things Hawai‘i such as
surfboard shops, markets, local writers,
hiking trails, the movies, and more!

ISBN-10: 1-56647-954-1
ISBN-13: 978-1-56647-954-7
© 2012 • 5.875 x 9 in • 112 pp.
$4.95 • softcover
Hawai‘i Word Jumbles & Word Search
Puzzles is a fun collection of sixty-five
word searches and twenty-five word
jumbles covering all things Hawai‘i such
as beaches, place names, local food, plants,
pidgin, and more!

Delwyn Higa
ISBN-10: 1-56647-948-7
ISBN-13: 978-1-56647-948-6
© 2011 • 6 x 9 in • 160 pp.
$7.95 • softcover
Delwyn Higa, the creator of Hawaiian
Sudoku, designed this puzzle by taking the
opposite approach, technically the opposite
of a square is a “circle” and that’s how he
designed this puzzle.

MUTUAL PUBLISHING • Ph: 808-732-1709 • info@mutualpublishing.com • www.mutualpublishing.com
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HUMOR & GAMES
Incredible Hawai‘i Word Search
Puzzles

ISBN-13: 978-1939487-64-3
© 2016 • 5.875 x 9 in • 112 pp.
$4.95 • softcover
Incredible Hawai‘i Word Search Puzzles
is a fun collection of ninety word searches
covering all things Hawai‘i such as sea life,
animals, state parks, the movies, songs,
and more! Exercise your brain and have
fun while learning more about Hawai‘i!

You Know You’re in Hawai‘i When…

Don Chapman
illustrated by Roy Chang
ISBN-10: 1-56647-645-3
ISBN-13: 978-1-56647-645-4
© 2003 • 4.5 x 6 in • 48 pp.
$6.95 • softcover
You know you’re in Hawai‘i when the
most important thing to know about a
person is where they went to high school,
or it rains buckets on your reunion and
everyone agrees it’s a ‘blessing’, and when
you greet a friend, your chin nods up:
‘Howzit?’

JIGSAW PUZZLES
Thing Hawai‘i Jigsaw Puzzle

Sea Life Hawai‘i Jigsaw Puzzle

Honu Kisses Jigsaw Puzzle

A Peaceful Voyage Jigsaw Puzzle

Kat Uno
500 pieces • Finished puzzle size 19.68 x
14.17 in. (50 cm. x 36 cm.) • Puzzle box
size: 7.87 x 7.87 x 1.96 in. • For ages 8
and up Includes a bonus poster • SKU:
9781949000139
Things Hawai‘i is a collection of iconic
symbols like a flower lei, surfboard,
pineapple, Aloha shirt, and more that kids,
adults, visitors, and locals will appreciate
and recognize. Young kids will enjoy
finishing the puzzle with mom; tūtū will
find the objects so cute, yeah?; teachers
can share the puzzle with students—it’s a
puzzle for the whole ‘ohana.
Patrick Ching
500 pieces • Finished puzzle size 19.68 x
14.17 in. (50 cm. x 36 cm.) • Puzzle box
size: 7.87 x 7.87 x 1.96 in. • For ages 8
and up Includes a bonus poster • SKU:
9781949000153
Honu Kisses is a painting by renowned
local artist, Patrick Ching, featuring a
Hawaiian sea turtle being cleaned by
yellow tangs and surgeonfish. Visitors and
locals alike will appreciate this depiction
of the natural world that illustrates the
beauty hidden beneath the sea surrounding
our Islands.

Kat Uno
500 pieces • Finished puzzle size 19.68 x
14.17 in. (50 cm. x 36 cm.) • Puzzle box
size: 7.87 x 7.87 x 1.96 in. • For ages 8
and up Includes a bonus poster • SKU:
9781949000146
Sea Life Hawai‘i is a colorful underwater
scene of local sea creatures like the
humuhumunukunukuāpua‘a, manta ray,
octopus, and yellow tang that kids, adults,
visitors, and locals will appreciate and
recognize. Young kids will enjoy finishing
the puzzle with mom; teachers can share
the puzzle with students—it’s a puzzle for
the whole ‘ohana.
Peggy Chun
500 pieces • Finished puzzle size 19.68 x
14.17 in. (50 cm. x 36 cm.) • Puzzle box
size: 7.87 x 7.87 x 1.96 in. • For ages 8
and up Includes a bonus poster • SKU:
9781949000160
A Peaceful Voyage is a painting by
renowned local artist, Peggy Chun, whose
whimsical and serene art depicted island
living from paddling canoe to hula halau
to snorkeling cows.

JUVENILE
Baby Dinosaur’s Lū‘au in Hawai‘i

Leslie Ann Hayashi
illustrated by Kathleen Wong Bishop
ISBN-10: 1-56647-987-8
ISBN-13: 978-1-56647-987-5
© 2012• 8.5 x 11 in • 28 pp.
$14.95 • hardcover
Join Baby Dino at her first birthday
lū‘au as she celebrates turning one. All
her relatives fly, paddle, or surf in to join
the party.
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A Fishy Alphabet in Hawai‘i

Leslie Ann Hayashi
illustrated by Kathleen Wong Bishop
ISBN-10: 1-56647-830-8
ISBN-13: 978-1-56647-830-4
© 2007• 10.25 x 9.5 • 32 pp.
$13.95 • hardcover
Calling fish lovers of all ages! Learn
the ABCs in a new and fun way! Grab
a board, fin, float, or hop aboard a boat.
Snorkel or swim in the sea and meet fishes
A to Z!

BOOKLINES HAWAII • A division of The Islander Group • Ph: (808) 676-0116 • www.booklineshawaii.com

JUVENILE
Hawai‘i’s Strangest, Ickiest, Wildest
Book Ever!

Kathryn Drury Wagner
ISBN-13: 978-1939487-12-4
© 2013 • 6 x 9 in • 160 pp.
$9.95 • softcover
From spine-chilling ghost stories, to tales
of real-life creatures who dissolve their
own brains, this book is a joyful romp
through the grossest, the creepiest, and the
most peculiar aspects of Hawai‘i.

His Majesty’s Goldfish

Leslie Hayashi
illustrated by Bryson Luke and Molly Branch
ISBN-13: 978-1939487-55-1
© 2015 • 8 x 9 in • 32 pp.
$12.95 • hardcover
A re-telling of a true story about a young
boy named Austin Strong during the
late 1800s who attempted to steal King
Kalākaua’s double-tailed gold fish—a gift
from the emperor of Japan.

Kai the Honu Who Didn’t Know
He Was Brave

Mora Ebie
illustrated by Mike Tackett
ISBN-10: 1-56647-755-7
ISBN-13: 978-1-56647-755-0
© 2005 • 8 x 9 in • 24 pp.
$12.95 • hardcover
Kai the Honu is afraid of everything he
sees. He can’t even play hide-and-seek
with his friends because his overactive
imagination causes him to run away and
ruin everyone’s fun. Using a bit of wit,
quick thinking, and courage, Kai is able
to rescue his friends and himself from
danger, becoming the bravest honu in the
sea.

Malia in Hawai‘i
Celebrating all the Parts of Me!

Karyn Hopper
illustrated by Tammy Yee
ISBN-13: 978-1939487-19-3
© 2013 • 8 x 9 in • 32 pp.
$12.95 • hardcover
Malia in Hawai‘i is the story of a little girl
with a long name and an even longer list of
things she likes to eat and do.

Hide & Seek in Hawai‘i
20th Anniversary Edition
A Picture Game for Keiki

ISBN-13: 978-1-949307-02-3
© 2019 • 8.5 x 11 in • 48 pp.
$14.95 • hardcover
It’s a picture game of Hide and Seek!
Hawai‘i is full of fun things to seek–lots
hide inside, just take a peek! Throughout
these pages, I dare you to find all the
things listed within the rhymes. This
twentieth anniversary edition combines
the best from all three volumes of Hide
and Seek so a new generation of curious
kids can have fun finding all the hidden
things throughout the book.

It’s Just Aging
A Story About Growing Up!

Eliah Takushi, Carly Tan, and Colby Takeda
illustrated by Jamie Meckel Tablason
ISBN-13: 978-0-9844458-6-8
© 2015 • 8 x 9 in • 24 pp.
$12.95 • hardcover
Lily is a playful young girl who loves
her Tūtū and Papa. On this beautiful day
in Hawai‘i, Lily learns how to make her
Tūtū’s famous banana bread and, in the
process, discovers some of the benefits and
challenges of growing up.

Maile and the Huli Hula Chicken

Mary Braffet
illustrated by Holly Braffet
ISBN-10: 1-56647-925-8
ISBN-13: 978-1-56647-925-7
© 2010 • 8 x 9 in • 32 pp.
$14.95 • hardcover
Maile and her cousin Lani practice their
hula for the big baby luau. In the middle
of their dance, a stray chicken joins them,
running around and around until flying
and landing right on top of Maile’s head.

My Grandpa’s Battleship
Missouri Tour

Jeff Langcaon
ISBN-10: 1-56647-831-1
ISBN-13: 978-1-56647-831-1
© 2007 • 12 x 9 in • 32 pp.
$14.95 • hardcover
Miss Lovett’s class is in for a
big surprise when they head to
Pearl Harbor to visit the historic
USS Missouri — and the young
narrator’s grandfather leads the
tour!

MUTUAL PUBLISHING • Ph: 808-732-1709 • info@mutualpublishing.com • www.mutualpublishing.com
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JUVENILE
No More Plastic in the Ocean!

Lavinia Currier
illustrated by Mollie Ginther
ISBN: 978-1-7347824-9-3
© 2021 • 10 x 8 in • 32 pp.
$14.95 • hardcover
He‘e the octopus is sad—her
beautiful Pacific Ocean is filling
up with plastic trash. She asks her
friend Mahina to do something.
Mahina uses her magnetic magic
to pull the trash up out of the ocean
and drop it back on the city. Now the
humans don’t like the plastic trash
either— what will they do?

Grace Monaco, Kayla Sells, Colby Takeda,
Debbie Millikan, and Jennifer Wurthner,
illustrated by Jamie Meckel Tablason
ISBN-13: 978-17325030-7-6
© 2019 • 8 x 9 in • 24 pp.
$12.95 • hardcover
Five students explore where their food
comes from and share their stories during
show-and-tell. Things take a turn when
one student’s honest mistake becomes
something special for the entire school to
enjoy. This book was written by a team of
students and educators from ‘Iolani School
and Washington Middle School.

Rocky and Kaimana
Waikīkī’s Hawaiian Monk Seals

Saving the Fairies

Shark Patrol
A Discovery Adventure in Hawai‘i

Six Feet Together

Ron Hirschi
illustrated by Tammy Yee
ISBN-13: 978-1-949307-00-9
© 2019 • 8 x 9 in • 32 pp.
$12.95 • hardcover
Young Kai and Lehua hop aboard the SS
Scoutabout for an adventure of a lifetime,
studying sharks with Captain Mike,
biologist Aunt Jan, and their seafaring
pup, Scout. Cruising from Hawai‘i to
California, they encounter beautiful
oceanic whitetips, great whites, thrashing
threshers, and the biggest fish of all, the
whale shark.

Beverly da Silva
illustrated by Kat Uno
ISBN-13: 978-1-949307-17-7
© 2020 • 8 x 9 in • 28 pp.
$12.95 • hardcover
How far is six feet apart? Too far to hold
hands. Too far to give hugs. Too far to
share snacks. But it’s not too far to share
a laugh, trade a smile, or make a wish.
Author Beverly da Silva wrote Six Feet
Together to help kids understand that the
simple things that will keep us as healthy
and safe as possible—social distance, wear
a mask, wash your hands—will still allow
us to do the things that matter most.

Super Puffy

Whale Song & Dance

ISBN-13: 978-1939487-85-8
© 2017 • 8 x 9 in • 48 pp.
$14.95 • hardcover
The true story of a mother’s love for, and
humankind’s protection of, an endangered
Hawaiian monk seal baby at a time when
turmoil ruled the world. Born on one of
the busiest beaches in Waikīkī, residents
and visitors alike gave mother and baby
privacy and space to grow as the seals
moved down the beach to explore. Their
story is told using photographs from the
media, specifically the Honolulu StarAdvertiser.

Laurie Ide
illustrated by Jeff Langcaon
ISBN-10: 1-56647-686-0
ISBN-13: 978-1-56647-686-7
© 2004 • 10.25 x 9.5 in • 32 pp.
$12.95 • hardcover
It’s the first day of school and the little
pufferfish, Puffy, is feeling shy and
scared. At recess, his day gets worse when
all the other fish tease him and call him
names. Sad, he swims away and finds his
friend the Honu. The wise Honu gives
Puffy advice which comes in handy when
Puffy returns to school only to find his
classmates in the grip of a giant octopus.
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Oli Would Grow and So Can You

Leslie Ann Hayashi
illustrated by Holly Braffet
ISBN-13: 978-1-949307-07-8
© 2019 • 8 x 9 in • 32 pp.
$12.95 • hardcover
This lovely children’s book, based on a
true story, features a newlywed pair of
Fairy Terns lovingly guarding their newly
hatched egg. Happily, the egg begins to
crack and their little chick is born. All
of a sudden, someone is trying to cut
down their tree! An inquisitive little girl
jumps in an saves the day, convincing the
workmen and fancy hotel owner to save
the Fairy Tern’s tree.

Laurie Ide
illustrated by Jeff Pagay
ISBN-10: 1-56647-874-X
ISBN-13: 978-1-56647-874-8
© 2008 • 8 x 9 in • 28 pp.
$12.95 • hardcover
Can whales dance the hula or learn to
sing? Kids find out by reading this
delightful and funny story written by
Laurie Ide and illustrated by Jeff Pagay.

BOOKLINES HAWAII • A division of The Islander Group • Ph: (808) 676-0116 • www.booklineshawaii.com

JUVENILE
Nai‘a to the Rescue

The New What Am I?

Katie Grove-Velasquez,
illustrated by Michael Ogata
ISBN-10: 1-56647-930-4
ISBN-13: 978-1-56647-930-1
© 2010 • 11 x 8.5 in • 40 pp.
$14.95 • hardcover
In Nai‘a to the Rescue, Nai‘a must
overcome fear and panic in order to
save her friend. In the process, she
learns that when you need help, all
you have to do is ask.

A Hawai‘i Animal Guessing Game
Daniel Harrington
illustrated by Susan Brandt
ISBN-13: 978-1939487-54-4
© 2015 • 8 x 9 in • 48 pp.
$14.95 • hardcover
Young readers will have a blast figuring
out this and many more riddles about
all the interesting animals that live in
Hawai‘i. Every other page features clues
to a mystery animal. Children can quiz
themselves or play with friends.

BeachHouse Board Books
!

NEW

123 Cut Loose in Hawai‘i

123 Saimin in Hawai‘i: A
Counting Book for Kids

illustrated by Andrew Imamura
ISBN: 978-1-949000-20-7
© 2021 • 5 in x 6 in. • 18 pp. • $8.95
Count some of the special animals that
shape and color life in Hawai‘i—the
Hawaiian green sea turtle (honu), the
humpback whale (koholā), nēnē, geckos,
and more. Celebrate the Islands while
counting from one to ten and marvel at the
amazing, hand-cut kiri-e illustrations that
highlight the beautiful colors and textures
of Hawai‘i.

1-2-3 Waikiki Trolley

illustrated by Ruth Moen Cabanting
ISBN-10: 1-933067-06-3
ISBN-13: 978-1-933067-06-3
© 2005 • 6 x 4.75 in • 20 pp. • $8.95
Ride the Waikiki Trolley with ten
traveling tourists and count each of them
one by one as they depart to visit Waikiki
Beach, Diamond Head, Hanauma Bay,
Chinatown, and more!

All Pau with Diapers: A Potty
Book for Hawai‘i’s Kids
Holly Braffet
ISBN-10: 1-933067-72-1
ISBN-13: 978-1-933067-72-8
© 2016 • 5 x 6 in • 16 pp. • $7.95
Every parent has to go through the pottytraining experience with their toddlers—
so why not make it fun and relatable for
Hawai‘i’s kids? In this simple, colorful
board book, Holly Braffet gives kids a
sing-song rhyme to repeat to help teach
them the simple steps of using the toilet.

illustrated by Jamie Meckel
ISBN-10: 1-933067-46-2
ISBN-13: 978-1-933067-46-9
© 2012 • 5 x 6 in • 14 pp. • $8.95
A staple in Hawai‘i for generations, saimin
continues to be a favorite treat for kids of
all ages. Take 123 Saimin in Hawai‘i with
you the next time you eat out—not only
will your kids be entertained while they
wait, they’ll build up a hearty appetite for
reading!

!

NEW

A to Z Cut Loose in Hawai‘i

illustrated by Andrew Imamura
ISBN: 978-1-949000-19-1
© 2021 • 5 in x 6 in. • 18 pp. • $8.95
Each letter represents the special things
that shape and color life in Hawai‘i—the
ubiquitous aloha shirt, the Hawaiian green
sea turtle (honu), surfing toes-on-the-nose,
and more. Celebrate the Islands while
learnings your ABCs and marvel at the
amazing, hand-cut kiri-e illustrations that
highlight the beautiful colors and textures
of Hawai‘i.

Aloha Zoo

illustrated by Jing Jing Tsong
ISBN-10: 1-933067-32-2
ISBN-13: 978-1-933067-32-2
© 2010 • 5 x 6 in • 16 pp. • $7.95
Aloha Zoo is a simple and fun board book
that introduces the animals that can be
found at the Honolulu Zoo in a unique
way.

MUTUAL PUBLISHING • Ph: 808-732-1709 • info@mutualpublishing.com • www.mutualpublishing.com
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BeachHouse Board Books
Animals Sing Aloha

Vera Arita
illustrated by Ron Louie
ISBN-10: 1-933067-29-2
ISBN-13: 978-1-933067-29-2
© 2009 • 5 x 6 in • 20 pp. • $8.95
This board book is designed to
introduce young children to phonics, or
the symbol-sound relationships of the
alphabet. It can be read or sung to an
original tune (see music score inside).

illustrated by Jamie Meckel
Tablason
ISBN-10: 1-933067-75-6
ISBN-13: 978-1-933067-75-9
© 2016 • 5 x 6 in • 18 pp. • $8.95
Every parent chronicles their child’s early
life with firsts—first smile, first step,
first word. Growing up in Hawai‘i where
baby’s firsts happen beneath the glow
of a tropical sunset, and where nature
and culture play an influential role is
special. Baby’s Book of Firsts in Hawai‘i
celebrates the important milestones baby
experiences with wonder and aloha.

Baby’s First 1-2-3 in Hawai‘i

Baby’s First ABC in Hawai‘i

Baby’s First Colors in Hawai‘i

Birds in Hawai‘i

Diving for Colors in Hawai‘i

Diving for Numbers in Hawai‘i

illustrated by Greg Ellis
ISBN-10: 1-933067-24-1
ISBN-13: 978-1-933067-24-7
© 2008 • 5 x 6 in • 20 pp. • $8.95
A simple, colorful board book for the
youngest reader. Even the littlest keiki
will enjoy reading, pointing, and counting
the various items in the illustrations. The
text, written in rhyme, is sure to engage
young minds.

illustrated by Greg Ellis
ISBN-10: 1-933067-96-9
ISBN-13: 978-1-933067-96-4
© 2017 • 5 x 6 in • 18 pp. • $8.95
A vibrant colorful introduction for
Hawai‘i’s youngest to colors in both
English and Hawaiian featuring local
things kids growing up in Hawai‘i will be
familiar with.

illustrated by Johann Bosgra
ISBN-10: 0-9729905-1-8
ISBN-13: 978-0-9729905-1-6
© 2003 • 6 x 4.75 in • 18 pp. • $ 8.95
Parents and children will love this colorful
board book—sturdy for even the most
boisterous child—in a fun and imaginative
die-cut shape. As you read and turn the
page, it’s as if you’re diving under the
ocean, counting sea creatures.
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Baby’s Book of Firsts in
Hawai‘i

illustrated by Greg Ellis
ISBN-10: 1-933067-70-5
ISBN-13: 978-1-933067-70-4
© 2008 • 5 x 6 in • 20 pp. • $8.95
A simple, colorful board book for the
youngest reader introducing various
people, places, and things iconic to living
in Hawai‘i.

illustrated by Jing Jing Tsong
ISBN-10: 1-933067-90-X
ISBN-13: 978-1-933067-90-2
© 2017 • 5 x 6 in • 18 pp. • $7.95
Kids can see and hear birds everywhere in
Hawai‘i—at beaches, on playgrounds, in
backyards, in rainforests, on lava fields,
and above pali (cliffs). Here is just a tiny
sampling of the many beautiful birds
(both native and introduced) that make the
Islands a more colorful and joyful place.

illustrated by Johann Bosgra
ISBN-10: 0-9729905-0-X
ISBN-13: 978-0-9729905-0-9
© 2003 • 6 x 4.75 in • 18 pp. • $8.95
Parents and children will love this colorful
board book—sturdy for even the most
boisterous child—in a fun and imaginative
die-cut shape. As you read and turn the
page, it’s as if you’re diving under the
ocean, counting sea creatures.
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BeachHouse Board Books
Diving for Opposites in
Hawai‘i

Dogs at the Beach in Hawai‘i

illustrated by Johann Bosgra
ISBN-10: 1-933067-05-5
ISBN-13: 978-1-933067-05-6
© 2005 • 6 x 4.75 in • 16 pp. • $8.95
Parents and children will love this colorful
board book—sturdy for even the most
boisterous child—in a fun and imaginative
die-cut shape. As you read and turn the
page, it’s as if you’re diving under the
ocean, counting sea creatures. Learning
has never been so fun!

illustrated by Kat Uno
ISBN-10: 1-933067-34-9
ISBN-13: 978-1-933067-34-6
© 2018 • 5 x 6 in • 18 pp. • $7.95
All kinds of dogs can be seen on beaches
across Hawai‘i, and this little board book
is a rhyming ode to these furry friends.
There are small dogs, big dogs, ones with
curly hair, and ones with slick hair. Dogs
that dig. Dogs that swim. Dogs that chew
up coconuts. Young children will love this
little board book celebrating dogs in this
Year of the Dog.

Down at the Beach

Fish in Hawai‘i

Geckos Surf

Geckos Up, Geckos Down

Hawaiian Mermaid Lū‘au

Hawaiian Ocean Lullaby

illustrated by Jamie Meckel
ISBN-10: 1-933067-41-1
ISBN-13: 978-1-933067-41-4
© 2011 • 5 x 6 in • 16 pp. • $8.95
Just like in the popular song “Wheels on
the Bus,” here in Hawai‘i the wheels on the
bike go round and round. And instead of
all through the town, it’s down at the beach
where kids can read and sing along to the
flop, flop, flop of slippers on the sand, and
the splash, splash, splash of keiki in the
water.

illustrated by Jon J. Murakami
ISBN-10: 1-933067-22-5
ISBN-13: 978-1-933067-22-3
© 2007• 5 x 6 in • 16 pp. • $7.95
In Hawai‘i, our little geckos simply inspire
silliness. Your smallest keiki will love
following their goofy antics in this fun
rhyme illustrated by local artist Jon J.
Murakami.

illustrated by Jing Jing Tsong
ISBN-10: 1-933067-91-8
ISBN-13: 978-1-933067-91-9
© 2017 • 5 x 6 in • 18 pp. • $7.95
The waters around the Hawaiian islands
are teeming with colorful fish swimming
over, under, and around vibrant coral reefs.
Here is just a tiny sampling of the many
beautiful fish (both native and nonnative)
that make Hawai‘i’s underwater world so
amazing.

illustrated by Jon J. Murakami
ISBN-10: 1-933067-31-4
ISBN-13: 978-1-933067-31-5
© 2010 • 5 x 6 in. • 20pp. • $7.95
Those crazy geckos are at it again! In Jon
J. Murakami’s fourth board book in the
Gecko Series, young keiki learn directions
and prepositions as the rascally geckos
travel in and out, over and under, near and
far, left and right all across their Hawai‘i
home.

!

NEW

Beth Greenway
illustrated by Kat Uno
ISBN: 978-1-949000-18-4
© 2021 • 5 x 6 in • 16 pp. • $8.95
Princess Pearl was a girl who lived
beneath the sea. She dreamed of dancing
under lights that shone from Waikīkī.
Join Princess Pearl’s festive lū‘au with all
her sea creature friends and ‘ohana from
across the sea.

Beth Greenway
illustrated by Jamie Meckel
Tablason
ISBN-10: 1-933067-68-3
ISBN-13: 978-1-933067-68-1
© 2015 • 5 x 6 in • 16 pp. • $8.95
Journey along the soft waves of the tropic
ocean with captivating moonlit scenes of
whales, dolphins, mantas, and more. Your
youngest will enjoy counting the varied
creatures that inhabit Hawai‘i’s waters
and shores as you tuck them in for gentle
dreams.
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BeachHouse Board Books
Hi‘iaka Battles the Wind

Hina

If You Were a Dinosaur in
Hawai‘i

Keiki Shark in Hawai‘i

Māui Hooks the Islands

Māui Slows the Sun

Naupaka

Noodles for Baby

Gabrielle Ahuli‘i
illustrated by Jing Jing Tsong
ISBN-10: 1-933067-99-3
ISBN-13: 978-1-933067-99-5
© 2018 • 5 x 6 in • 16 pp. • $8.95
Part of a new series called Hawaiian
Legends for Little Ones, Hi‘iaka
introduces kids ages 0-4 to one of
Hawai‘i’s best-known deities, Hi‘iaka, the
goddess of Hula and the Island of Hawai‘i.
In simple, poetic language, this origin
story gives small kids a taste of Hawai‘i’s
rich history of storytelling.

illustrated by Holly Braffet
ISBN-10: 1-933067-39-X
ISBN-13: 978-1-933067-39-1
© 2010 • 5 x 6 in • 18 pp. • $7.95
Spark your child’s imagination by
asking the question: “If you were a
dinosaur…”, and find out what your
toddler would do in Hawai‘i as a giant
spotted-pinkish-blue-shave ice-eating
dinosaur with wings.

Gabrielle Ahuli‘i
illustrated by Jing Jing Tsong
ISBN-10: 1-933067-76-4
ISBN-13: 978-1-933067-76-6
© 2016 • 5 x 6 in • 16 pp. • $8.95
Part of a new series called Hawaiian
Legends for Little Ones, Māui Hooks the
Islands introduces kids ages 0-4 to one of
Hawai‘i’s best-known legends about Māui
the demigod who fished up the Hawaiian
islands using a magic fishing hook. In
simple, poetic language, this origin story
gives small kids a taste of Hawai‘i’s rich
history of storytelling.

Gabrielle Ahuli‘i
illustrated by Jing Jing Tsong
ISBN-10: 1-933067-79-9
ISBN-13: 978-1-933067-79-7
© 2016 • 5 x 6 in • 16 pp. • $7.95
Part of a new series called Hawaiian
Legends for Little Ones, Naupaka
introduces kids ages 0-4 to one of
Hawai‘i’s best-known love stories that
explains why the native plant naupaka
blooms only half a flower. In simple,
poetic language, this origin story gives
small kids a taste of Hawai‘i’s rich history
of storytelling.
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Gabrielle Ahuli‘i
illustrated by Jing Jing Tsong
ISBN-10: 1-933067-78-0
ISBN-13: 978-1-933067-78-0
© 2016 • 5 x 6 in • 16 pp. • $8.95
Part of a new series called Hawaiian
Legends for Little Ones, Hina introduces
kids ages 0-4 to one of Hawai‘i’s bestknown deities, the goddess of the moon. In
simple, poetic language, this origin story
gives small kids a taste of Hawai‘i’s rich
history of storytelling.

illustrated by Jamie Meckel
Tablason
ISBN: 978-1-949000-04-7
© 2019 • 5 x 6 in • 16 pp. • $7.95
Based on the popular children’s camp
song, Baby Shark, this version is purely
Hawai‘i with an Auntie, Uncle, and
Tūtū watching over baby shark as they
explore the ocean and make friends with a
humuhumu.

Gabrielle Ahuli‘i
illustrated by Jing Jing Tsong
ISBN-10: 1-933067-98-5
ISBN-13: 978-1-933067-98-8
© 2018 • 5 x 6 in • 16 pp. • $7.95
Part of a new series called Hawaiian
Legends for Little Ones, Māui Slows the
Sun introduces kids ages 0-4 to one of
Hawai‘i’s best-known legends about Māui
slowing the Sun’s travels across the sky so
Māui’s mother may have time to dry her
kapa and people can enjoy the daylight
longer.

illustrated by Jamie Meckel
ISBN-10: 1-933067-40-3
ISBN-13: 978-1-933067-40-7
© 2011 • 5 x 6 in • 20 pp. • $8.95
Noodles for Baby celebrates this culture
of food, a parent’s joy and apprehension at
watching their little one’s first step toward
independence, and a child’s unbridled
enjoyment of noodles.
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BeachHouse Board Books
One to Ten in Hawai‘i

On Our Island in Hawai‘i

Pele Finds a Home

The Perfect Pet in Hawai‘i

Rock-a-Bye Baby in Hawai‘i

Shave Ice in Hawai‘i

Slippers in Hawai‘i

Slippery Fish in Hawai‘i

illustrated by Kristi Petosa-Sigel
ISBN-10: 1-933067-74-8
ISBN-13: 978-1-933067-74-2
© 2016 • 5 x 6 in • 18 pp. • $7.95
One to Ten in Hawai‘i introduces kids to
nine different languages by teaching them
how to count from one to ten in English,
Hawaiian, Japanese, Chinese (Mandarin),
Korean, Tagalog, Samoan,Vietnamese,
and Spanish. There’s no better time to
feed your child’s curiosity about language,
math, cultures, and the natural world
around them.

Gabrielle Ahuli‘i
illustrated by Jing Jing Tsong
ISBN-10: 1-933067-77-2
ISBN-13: 978-1-933067-77-3
© 2016 • 5 x 6 in • 18 pp. • $8.95
Part of a new series called Hawaiian
Legends for Little Ones, Pele Finds a
Home introduces kids ages 0-4 to one of
Hawai‘i’s best-known deities, the volcano
goddess, whose power is still on view
today on the Island of Hawai‘i where
Kīlauea continues to erupt. In simple,
poetic language, this origin story gives
small kids a taste of Hawai‘i’s rich history
of storytelling.
illustrated by Alvina Kwong
ISBN-10: 1-933067-67-5
ISBN-13: 978-1-933067-67-4
© 2015 • 5 x 6 in • 16 pp. • $8.95
Settle baby down for an afternoon nap
on the beach with this re-imagining of
the classic nursery rhyme. The sound of
surf, a cool Hawaiian breeze, and a quiet
reflection of the comings and goings of life
on the beach will gently rock your little
one to sleep no matter where you are.

illustrated by Jamie Meckel
Tablason
ISBN-10: 1-933067-60-8
ISBN-13: 978-1-933067-60-5
© 2014 • 5 x 6 in • 18 pp. • $7.95
Slippers in Hawai‘i celebrates this
childhood necessity in all its glory—from
slippers that squeak, mismatched slippers,
slippers that glow, and slippers that make
you run fast.

illustrated by Jamie Meckel
Tablason
ISBN: 978-1-949000-05-4
© 2019 • 5 x 6 in • 16 pp. • $7.95
A follow-up to the best-selling Down at
the Beach, this board book, also to the
tune of The Wheels on the Bus, takes kids
on a drive across the island where they see
waterfalls, horses, wild chickens, and more
before stopping at a lū‘au to hear from
‘ukulele music and watch hula.

illustrated by Jamie Meckel
Tablason
ISBN-10: 1-933067-93-4
ISBN-13: 978-1-933067-93-3
© 2017 • 5 x 6 in • 18 pp. • $7.95
This humorous board book introduces
keiki to some of Hawai‘i’s most wellknown and interesting animals and
allows them to imagine with the main
character—what kind of pet would I get?

illustrated by Mariko Merritt
ISBN-10: 1-933067-69-1
ISBN-13: 978-1-933067-69-8
© 2015 • 5 x 6 in • 16 pp. • $8.95
Shave Ice in Hawai‘i celebrates a local’s
favorite anytime treat to beat the heat with
a rap-like rhyme of the many flavors you
can choose from when ordering the best
shave ice.

Charlotte Diamond,
illustrated by John Aardema
ISBN-10: 1-933067-57-8
ISBN-13: 978-1-933067-57-5
© 2013 • 5 x 6 in • 18 pp. • $8.95
Almost every preschooler in Hawai‘i
learns the song Slippery Fish (or Octopus)
written by Charlotte Diamond. The song
is taught to kids along with hand motions,
and parents throughout the islands know
how to sing this song
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BeachHouse Board Books
Ten Little Surfers in Hawai‘i

These Little Kittens in Hawai‘i

Things That Go on Water in
Hawai‘i

Things That Go on Wheels in
Hawai‘i

Twinkle, Twinkle Small
Hōkū

Up in the Hawaiian Sky

Catherine Payne
illustrated by Jamie Meckel
Tablason
ISBN-10: 1-933067-07-1
ISBN-13: 978-1-933067-07-0
© 2018 • 5 x 6 in • 18 pp. • $8.95
Ten little surfers run in a line,
One falls down
and then there are nine;
Follow these carefree, little surfers as they
head out to catch some waves and count
down from ten to one.

illustrated by Kat Uno
ISBN-10: 1-933067-88-8
ISBN-13: 978-1-933067-88-9
© 2017 • 5 x 6 in • 18 pp. • $7.95
Water flows around and across the islands.
All kinds of watercraft big and small sail on
the deep sea, in smiling bays, down rivers,
and past beaches. Parents and toddlers are
sure to enjoy identifying all the busy ships,
boats, and more gracing our islands’ waters.

illustrated by Jing Jing Tsong
ISBN-10: 1-933067-53-5
ISBN-13: 978-1-933067-53-7
© 2013 • 5 x 6 in • 16 pp. • $7.95
In this Hawaiiana version of the wellknown song, children will be introduced
to the concept of Polynesian navigation
using stars. It’s a gentle story about
perseverance, hope, and comfort. A
perfect bedtime story sure to become a
classic in your family.

Catherine and John Payne
illustrated by Kat Uno
!
ISBN-10: 1-933067-57-8
NEW
ISBN-13: 978-1-933067-57-5
© 2013 • 5 x 6 in • 18 pp. • $7.95
Follow some cute little kittens as they
travel across the state of Hawai‘i and visit
landmarks across the islands from Waimea
Bay on O‘ahu, to Kalalau Valley on
Kaua‘i, to Lahaina on Maui, and Rainbow
Falls on Hawai‘i Island, culminating in a
lū‘au celebration.

illustrated by Kat Uno
ISBN-10: 1-933067-87-X
ISBN-13: 978-1-933067-87-2
© 2017 • 5 x 6 in • 18 pp. • $7.95
Across the island it’s go, go, go! All kinds
of vehicles big and small make their way
through tunnels, over bridges, along
beaches and past pali. Parents and toddlers
are sure to enjoy identifying all the busy
vehicles rolling across the island.

Lavonne Leong
illustrated by Jing Jing Tsong
ISBN-10: 1-933067-55-1
ISBN-13: 978-1-933067-55-1
© 2013 • 5 x 6 in • 18 pp. • $7.95
Journey up, up, up into the Hawaiian
sky with the sun as your guide, meeting
birds and bees, flying over treetops
and airplanes, and soaring through an
outstretched rainbow.

Waikiki Lullaby

Beth Greenway
illustrated by Alexis America
ISBN-10: 1-933067-30-6
ISBN-13: 978-1-933067-30-8
© 2009 • 5 x 6 in • 20 pp. • $7.95
Rock your little ones to sleep with the
gentle rhythm of this original lullaby.
Filled with gorgeous, wistful
illustrations, the soft tones will lead them
across the dreamscape of Waikiki Beach.
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BeachHouse Picture Books
Alphabet Hukilau

Vera Arita
illustrated by Mariko Merritt
ISBN-10: 1-933067-62-4
ISBN-13: 978-1-933067-62-9
© 2014 • 8 x 9 in • 32 pp. • $12.95
hardcover
It’s a fun way to learn the alphabet and a
few facts about some of Hawai‘i’s colorful
and amazing sea life. A photographic
glossary of fish is included.

The Bravest ‘Opihi
How Two of Hawai‘i’s Smallest
Sea Creatures Saved the Day
Juliet S. Kono
illustrated by Dennis Fujitake
ISBN-10: 1-933067-63-2
ISBN-13: 978-1-933067-63-6
© 2014 • 8 x 9 in • 32 pp. • $12.95
hardcover
A young girl and her brother venture out
too far into the deep ocean. Suddenly, a
giant eel, the Great Puhi, grabs her brother
and pulls him under. Frantic, Nani, his
sister, turns to the sea creatures for help.

G is for Gecko
An Alphabet Adventure in
Hawai‘i

Geckos Slide and Peek: A
Look-and-Find Adventure in
Hawai‘i

Hawaiian Christmas Day

Hawaiian Word Book Just for
Kids

illustrated by Don Robinson
ISBN-10: 1-933067-51-9
ISBN-13: 978-1-933067-51-3
© 2013 • 8 x 9 • 28 pp. • $12.95
hardcover
Join Gecko on his adventurous Hawaiian
day. Along the way, Gecko will teach you
the ABCs of being a gecko in Hawai‘i.

Beth Greenway
illustrated by Jamie Meckel
Tablason
ISBN-13: 978-1-949000-01-6
© 2018 • 8 x 9 in • 28 pp. • $12.95
Christmas Day in Hawai‘i is a special
day—the sun shines brighter, the birds
sing louder, and the palm trees sway and
beckon ‘ohana outside to celebrate. Author
Beth Greenway describes the perfect
Christmas day in sing-song rhyme. It’s
a quiet ode to a perfect island Christmas
filled with family and friends simply
shared until the sun goes down over the
ocean.

Honu and Moa

Edna Cabcabin Moran
ISBN-10: 1-933067-95-0
ISBN-13: 978-1-933067-95-7
© 2018 • 8 x 9 in • 32 pp. • $14.95
Moa, a loudmouth rooster, challenges
Honu, a calm green sea turtle, in a race
to determine who owns a clear, cool,
Hawaiian spring. Honu and Moa is a
humorous spin on a well-known story, set
in beautiful Hawai‘i featuring characters
whose cultural significance continue to
influence the islands today.

illustrated by Jon J. Murakami
ISBN-10: 1-933067-59-4
ISBN-13: 978-1-9353067-59-9
© 2013 • 8.5 x 11 in • 24 pp. • $11.95
hardcover
It’s an illustrated look-and-find book
featuring those rascally geckos by
Jon J. Murakami. Come on in and take a
peek at all the things for you to seek!

illustrated by Lance Bowen
ISBN-10: 1-933067-71-3
ISBN-13: 978-1-933067-71-1
© 2015 • 8 x 9 in • 32 pp. • $12.95
Here’s a colorful and fun introduction to
everyday Hawaiian words for kids of any
age. Children will love to sit with this
book and point to the colorful illustrations
by Maui artist Lance Bowen as they learn
both the English and Hawaiian word for
everyday things that surround a child’s life
in Hawai‘i.

‘Iwalani’s Tree

Constance Hale
illustrated by Kathleen Peterson
ISBN-10: 1-933067-80-2
ISBN-13: 978-1-933067-80-3
© 2016 • 8.5 x 11 in • 32 pp. • $14.95
hardcover
‘Iwalani likes to wander down the beach to
a place where an ironwood tree stands—
just on the spot where the land becomes
sand. The tree is her playground, jungle
gym, secret friend, and wise elder, all in
one. Written as a gentle poem, with soft
rhythms and playful language, it is the
perfect bedtime book.
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BeachHouse Picture Books
Kai Goes to the Farmers
Market in Hawai‘i

Keala and the Hawaiian Bird

Milo’s Endless Drawing Pad

Pele and Poli‘ahu: A Tale of
Fire and Ice

Catherine Toth Fox
illustrated by Mariko Merritt
ISBN: 978-1-949000-10-8
© 2019 • 8 x 9 in • 32 pp. • $14.95
hardcover
Kai wakes up hungry. What’s a kid to do
when there’s no food in the fridge? Kai’s
mom tells him to grab his hat and off they
go to visit the farmers market where they
see all kinds of food—fruit and veggies
galore.

Sheri Tamamoto
illustrated by Vivian Mineker
Chen
ISBN: 978-1-949000-11-5
© 2019 • 8 x 9 in • 32 pp. • $12.95
hardcover
Milo is frustrated that his drawings don’t
turn out the way he sees them in his
head. His grandpa encourages him to
keep drawing, but Milo has used up all
the paper. Milo’s grandpa says he doesn’t
need paper to draw. They go outside and
onto the beach and the beach becomes his
endless drawing pad.

S Went Surfing: An ABC Book
for Keiki
illustrated by Ruth Moen
ISBN-10: 1-933067-50-0
ISBN-13: 978-1-933067-50-6
© 2013 • 8 x 9 in • 32 pp. • $12.95
hardcover
From the title, we know S goes surfing,
but what about A? C? L, M, N, O, and
P? Kids will absolutely love finding out
and following each letter throughout their
Hawaiian holiday off from school.

Patricia McLean
illustrated by Holly Braffet
ISBN-10: 1-933067-94-2
ISBN-13: 978-1-933067-94-0
© 2017 • 8.5 x 11 • 32 pp. • $12.95
hardcover
Keala wakes up every morning to the
sounds of chirping, squawking, and
crowing. Then one day, Keala hears a
strange sound. What kind of bird makes
that sound? Keala searches around her
home to find out.

Malia Collins
illustrated by Kathleen Peterson
ISBN: 978-1-949000-03-0
© 2018 • 8 x 9 in • 24 pp. • $12.95
hardcover
A retelling of the classic Hawaiian
legend when Pele ventured off her fiery
mountaintop to make mischief and
challenge Poli‘ahu to a sled race down
the snowy slopes of Mauna Kea. It is
a story about the power of nature, the
power of wills, the power of skill, and an
explanation of why the Big Island is an
island of contrasts.

A Shape Shifting Adventure in
Hawai‘i

Daniel Frates
!
illustrated by Jamie Meckel NEW
Tablason
ISBN-10: 1-933067-50-0
ISBN-13: 978-1-933067-50-6
© 2013 • 8 x 9 in • 32 pp. • $14.95
hardcover
Kids will enjoy following this little line as
she explores the world, reacting to various
outside elements—a hungry pueo, curious
‘ōhiki, and falling coconuts—that cause
her to transform into different shapes.

Uncle’s Magic Thrownet

Todd Yamashita
illustrated by Jamie Meckel
Tablason
ISBN-10: 1-933067-64-0
ISBN-13: 978-1-933067-64-3
© 2014 • 8 x 9 in • 28 pp. • $12.95
hardcover
Set in the warmth of the Hawaiian islands,
generosity, conservation, intergenerational
learning, and discovery are all shared in
this new classic fishing tale.
sample spread from Uncle’s Magic Thrownet
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MILITARY
Battleship Missouri

From Fishponds to Warships
Pearl Harbor
A Complete Illustrated History

Ronn Ronck
ISBN-10: 1-56647-252-0
ISBN-13: 978-1-56647-252-4
© 1999 • 8.5 x 11 in • 72 pp.
$15.95 • softcover
The USS Missouri ruled the seas when she
fired her nine 16-inch guns. Ronn Ronck
tells the exciting story of this floating
fortress, from its christening by President
Truman’s daughter to its final resting
place, the Arizona Memorial. Historic
photographs gathered from the National
Archives in Washington, D.C. trace the
ship’s remarkable half-century of service
to the nation.

Allan Seiden
ISBN-13: 978-1-56647-505-1 softcover
ISBN-13: 978-1-56647-511-2 hardcover
© 2001 • 11 x 9.12 in • 125 pp.
$25.95 softcover • $31.95 hardcover
Thorough and insightful, this meticulously
researched text and collection of photos
will serve as a valuable resource for
everyone interested in Pearl Harbor. Also
available in hardcover.

Pearl Harbor Fact & Reference Book

Pearl Harbor
Images of an American Memorial

Terence McComas
ISBN-10: 1-56647-329-2
ISBN-13: 978-1-56647-329-3
© 1999 • 6 x 9 in • 144 pp.
$13.95 • softcover
Who made the historic outcry, “Tora, tora,
tora”? The answer to this and hundreds
of other questions are included in this
fascinating collection of well known and
obscure facts about Pearl Harbor.

Allan Seiden
ISBN-10: 1-56647-714-X
ISBN-13: 978-1-56647-714-7
© 2005 • 8 x 6.5 in • 48 pp.
$8.95 • hardcover
Pearl Harbor, Images of An American
Memorial provides a view of the region’s
past, from geologic origins to fishpond
days, through the tense moments before
and after the attack, and the years of
reflection and repair right up to the
present.

A Pocket Guide to Pearl Harbor and
Ford Island Historic Military Sites
USS Arizona Memorial, USS Missouri,
USS Bowfin, Pacific Aviation Museum

Remember Pearl Harbor
The Attack That Plunged America Into
World War II
ISBN-13: 978-1939487-76-6
© 2017 • 9 x 12 in • 168 pp.
$25.00 • hardcover
The Honolulu Star-Advertiser provided
in-depth coverage of the seventy-fifth
anniversary in 2016 as a special insert
featuring first-person accounts from
civilians who witnessed the attack as well
as service members. This commemoration
is now in book form with additional
material and special fold-out pages.

Meloni Courtway with Chris Cook
ISBN-13: 978-1939487-28-5
© 2014 • 7 x 5 in • 104 pp.
$9.95 • softcover
A visit to O‘ahu is not complete without a
visit to Pearl Harbor, but a start at the USS
Arizona Memorial is only the beginning.

Serving in Paradise
An Illustrative Narrative of the U.S.
Military in Hawai‘i

Chris Cook
ISBN-13: 978-1939487-01-8
© 2016 • 8.5 x 11 in • 152 pp.
$18.95 • softcover
Serving in Paradise tells the story of
Hawai‘i’s military heritage—from the
legendary days of ancient Hawaiian kings
to the high-tech warriors of the twentyfirst century in words and illustrations.
Readers are also guided to memorials,
monuments, and museums that honor and
portray this heritage.
sample spread from Serving in Paradise
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MUSIC
Hawaiian Music & Musicians
An Encyclopedic History

edited by George Kanahele, Revised and
updated by John Berger
ISBN-10: 1-56647-967-3
ISBN-13: 978-1-56647-967-7
© 2012 • 6 x 9 in • 1,040 pp.
$35.00 • softcover
Organized like an encyclopedia, with
entries in alphabetical order, the book
presents the roots of Hawaiian music,
from ancient chants to the flowering of the
musical renaissance.

How to Hula

Patricia Lei Anderson Murray
ISBN-13: 978-1939487-67-4
© 2016 • 5 x 8 in • 96 pp.
$8.95 • softcover
The beautiful, sensuous hula is a
foundation of Hawaiian culture with each
dance telling a story of either love, legend,
or history. Although its existence was once
threatened by missionaries, the hula was
revived by King Kalākaua, the “Merrie
Monarch” during his reign, and remains
an essential part of Hawai‘i.

Michael Preston
ISBN-13: 978-1939487-75-9
© 2017 • 4.5 x 10 • 48 pp.
$5.95 • softcover
‘Ukulele expert and enthusiast Michael
Preston presents an affordable guide
to learning how to play the ‘ukulele
illustrated with step-by-step photographs.
Featured are how to strum, different
chords, and keys. Sheet music included.

How to Play The Hawaiian Steel
Guitar

Henry Kaleialoha Allen
ISBN-10: 1-56647-864-2
ISBN-13: 978-1-56647-864-9
© 2008 • 8.5 x 11 in • 96 pp.
$22.95 • hardcover, concealed wire-o
The sound of the Hawaiian steel guitar
is sweet, nostalgic, and unmistakably
Hawaiian. You can almost feel the
tradewinds and the surf in its subtle
vibrato. Complete with lessons and sheet
music of popular and original island songs,
Henry Kaleialoha Allen shares everything
you need to know in order to play this
beautiful instrument.

How to Play the Hawaiian ‘Ukulele
10 Easy Lessons

Learn the Hawaiian ‘Ukulele

Let’s Kanikapila!
Play Hawaiian ‘Ukulele Around the
World

Let’s Kanikapila!
Ten Steps to Learn ‘Ukulele the
Hawaiian Way

University of Hawai‘i Curriculum Research &
Development Group
ISBN-10: 1-56647-298-9
ISBN-13: 978-1-56647-298-2
© 2013 • 8.5 x 11 • 66 pp.
$13.95 • softcover
This easy-to-follow guide instructs how
to play the ‘ukulele in ten easy lessons.
Readers will learn how to read music,
strumming techniques, finger exercises,
accompaniments, and songs to sing along
to. Includes a glossary and chord chart for
easy reference.

Michael Preston
ISBN-10: 1-56647-934-7
ISBN-13: 978-1-56647-934-9
© 2010 • 8.5 x 11 in • 104 pp.
$19.95 • hardcover, concealed wire-o
In his second book, ‘ukulele teacher and
arranger Michael Preston brings lessons,
suggestions, and a rich range of music to
play in ensembles. Included are:
• Warm-ups and First Ensemble Pieces
• 36 Music Arrangements
All exercises and arrangements are
recorded in 53 tracks of the accompanying
CD.
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Hawaiian ‘Ukulele
Keys, Chords, and Strums for
Beginners

Michael Preston
ISBN-13: 978-1939487-74-2
© 2017 • 4.5 x 10 • 48 pp.
$5.95 • softcover
‘Ukulele expert and enthusiast Michael
Preston presents an affordable guide
to learning how to play the ‘ukulele
illustrated with step-by-step photographs.
Sheet music included.

Michael Preston
ISBN-13: 978-1939487-14-8
© 2014 • 8.5 x 11 • 96 pp.
$19.95 • softcover, concealed wire-o
‘Ukulele expert and enthusiast Michael
Preston presents an interesting and
comprehensive guide to learn how to play
one of Hawai‘i’s most popular instruments.
The lessons are designed to move the
player to progressively learn all the chords
by playing fun and familiar songs such
as Sakura, Twinkle Twinkle Little Star,
Kookaburra, Skip to My Lou, and Red
River Valley.
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MUSIC
Treasures of Hawaiian Sheet Music
Favorite and Classic Songs from Hawai‘i’s Golden
Years

Henry Kaleialoha Allen
ISBN-10: 1-56647-994-0
ISBN-13: 978-1-56647-9943
© 2013 • 8.5 x 11 in • 112 pp.
$14.95 • softcover wire-o
No other book contains such a wide selection of favorite
Hawaiian songs that can be played by such a wide array
of instruments. Regardless which instrument these songs
sing through, the beauty of Hawai‘i’s music is sure to
resonate with all music-lovers.

NATURAL HISTORY
Birds & Bats of Palau

H. Douglas Pratt and
Mandy T. Etpison
ISBN-10: 1-56647-871-5
ISBN-13: 978-1-56647-871-7
© 2008 • 8.8 x 5.5 in • 290 pp.
$29.95 • softcover
Palau, at the western extremity of
Micronesia, is one of the world’s greatest
adventure destinations and is largely
known for its diving and spectacular
scenery. With over 700 spectacular
photos, this new book reveals the equally
amazing wildlife of these remote and
beautiful islands.

Extinct Birds of Hawai‘i

Michael Walther
illustrated by Julian P. Hume
ISBN-13: 978-1939487-61-2
© 2016 • 6.0 x 9.0 in • 256 pp.
$21.95 • hardcover
Extinct Birds of Hawai‘i captures the
vanishing world of unique bird species that
have slipped away in the Islands mostly
due to human frivolity and unconcern.
Richly illustrated, including paintings
by Julian P. Hume, it enables us to enjoy
vicariously avian life unique to Hawai‘i
that is no longer in existence.

Fire & Fury
35 Years of Eruptions at Kīlauea

Honolulu Star-Advertiser
ISBN-13: 978-1-949307-10-8
© 2019 • 12 x 9 in • 128 pp.
$26.95 • hardcover
Since erupting January 3, 1983,
Kīlauea Volcano on Hawai‘i Island was
continuously active with brief pauses for
over thirty-five years. Over 200 photos
chronicle this geological marvel over
the decades. Six special fold-out pages
introduce the six phases of the eruptive
activity, with stories and maps to remind
readers of the events and how they
impacted the surrounding communities.

Hawai‘i Land of Volcanoes

Jan TenBruggencate
ISBN-10: 1-56647-154-0
ISBN-13: 978-1-56647-154-1
© 2000 • 8.5 x 11 in • 112 pp.
$14.95 • softcover
The text and images of this book take a
sweeping view of the world of Hawai‘i
and its volcanoes. They are studied from a
geological standpoint, along with the oral
traditions of ancient Hawaiians, and the
reactions of early Western observers.

Hawai‘i’s Animals & Wildlife

H. Douglas Pratt
ISBN-13: 978-1939487-30-8
© 2014 • 8.5 x 11 in • 88 pp.
$14.95 • softcover
The Hawaiian Islands are probably
best known for spectacular scenery
and wonderful climate. But ever since
they emerged above the sea as volcanic
mountaintops, they have provided a home
for a unique and constantly changing
community of animals.
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NATURAL HISTORY
A Pocket Guide to Hawai‘i’s Birds and
Their Habitats
H. Douglas Pratt
photography by Jack Jeffrey
ISBN-10: 1-56647-145-1
ISBN-13: 978-156647-145-9
© 2013 • 5 x 7 in • 128 pp.
$8.95 • softcover
This guide is an introduction to the
beautiful and varied birds that inhabit
America’s only tropical state.

A Pocket Guide to Hawai‘i’s
Wildlife

H. Douglas Pratt
ISBN-13: 978-1939487-16-2
© 2014 • 5 x 7 in • 160 pp.
$11.95 • softcover
A Pocket Guide to Hawai‘i’s Wildlife is
the most complete guide to the wildlife
inhabiting America’s only tropical island
state.

PAPERBACKS
Ancient Hawaiian Civilization

The Betrayal of Lili‘uokalani

Fornander’s Ancient History of
the Hawaiian People

Hawaiian Folktales

Kaiulani: Crown Princess of Hawai‘i

Kona: A Novel of Two
Generations in Hawai‘i

Various Authors
ISBN-10: 1-56647-280-6
ISBN-13: 978-1-56647-280-7
© 1999 • 4.25 x 7 in • 336 pp.
$9.95 • softcover
A collection of articles written on the
historical, cultural, and sociological
aspects of ancient Hawai‘i.

Abraham Fornander
ISBN-10: 1-56647-147-8
ISBN-13: 978-1-56647-147-3
© 1996 • 4.25 x 7 in • 432 pp.
$11.95 • softcover
A reprint of this classic of pre-contact
history tracing Hawai‘i’s saga from
legendary times to the arrival of Captain
Cook, including an account of his demise.

Nancy Webb & Jean Francis Webb
ISBN-10: 1-56647-206-7
ISBN-13: 978-1-56647-206-7
© 1998 • 4.25 x 7 in • 218 pp.
$8.95 • softcover
A biography of a gifted young woman
during the years when the Islands
struggled against foreign domination who
saw the monarchy collapse and become a
territory. A valuable chapter in Hawai‘i’s
history.
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Helena G. Allen
ISBN-10: 0-935180-89-3
ISBN-13: 978-0-935180-89-3
© 1982 • 4.25 x 7 in • 432 pp.
$10.95 • softcover
A woman caught in the turbulent
maelstrom of cultures in conflict. Treating
Lili‘uokalani’s life with authority and
accuracy, here is an informative chronicle
of the foreign encroachment of Hawai‘i.

Thos G. Thrum
ISBN-10: 1-56647-166-4
ISBN-13: 978-1-56647-166-4
© 2004 • 4.25 x 7 in • 304 pp.
$9.95 • softcover
Hawai‘i’s mystical past lives in the Battle
of the Owls, the transformation of the pigman Kamapua‘a, the strifes of the demigod
Maui, the diminutive Menehune, and the
legendary healers of old. First published
in 1907, this collection by Thomas G.
Thrum brought together a series of legends
printed in The Hawaiian Annual by noted
folklorists Emerson, Forbes, Gibson,
Hyde, Nakuina, and Poepoe.

Marjorie Sinclair
ISBN-10: 0-935180-20-6
ISBN-13: 978-0-935180-20-6
© 2004 • 4.25 x 7 in • 250 pp.
$6.95 • softcover
Set during a time of transition, when
plantation life was ending and World War
II was looming large, Kona follows the
course of an interracial family. Martha
Luahine Bell and Winslow Wendall’s life
together reflects the conflicts that come
from a meeting of cultures and values.
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PAPERBACKS
The Legends and Myths
of Hawai‘i

Mark Twain In Hawai‘i
Roughing It In The Sandwich Islands

Myths and Legends of Hawai‘i

The Queen of Tears

Stories of Hawai‘i

The Tattoo

David Kalākaua, His Hawaiian Majesty
ISBN-10: 0-935180-86-9
ISBN-13: 978-0-935180-86-2
© 1990 • 4.25 x 7 in • 576 pp.
$12.95 • softcover
Political and historical traditions and
stories of the pre-Cook period capture the
romance of old Polynesia. A rich collection
of Hawaiian lore.

William D. Westervelt
ISBN-10: 0-935180-43-5
ISBN-13: 978-0-935180-43-5
© 1987 • 4.25 x 7 in • 266 pp.
$9.95 • softcover
A broadly inclusive, one-volume collection
of folklore by a leading authority. The
great prehistoric tales of Maui, Hina, Pele,
and others.

Jack London
ISBN-10: 0-935180-08-7
ISBN-13: 978-0-935180-08-4
© 1986 • 4.25 x 7 in • 282 pp.
$9.95 • softcover
Thirteen yarns drawn from the famous
author’s love affair with the Hawaiian
Islands.

Mark Twain
ISBN-10: 0-935180-93-1
ISBN-13: 978-0-935180-93-0
© 1990 • 4.25 x 7 in • 144 pp.
$5.95 • softcover
The noted humorist’s account of his 1866
trip to Hawai‘i at a time when the island
were more for the native than the tourists.

Chris McKinney
ISBN-10: 1-56647-608-9
ISBN-13: 978-1-56647-608-9
© 2001 • 4.25 x 7 in • 316 pp.
$7.95 • softcover
Chris McKinney’s The Queen of Tears
is the story of Soong Nan Lee, a former
Seoul movie star, exploring her familial
struggles and her childhood trek across
war-torn Korea.

Chris McKinney
ISBN-10: 1-56647-319-5
ISBN-13: 978-1-56647-319-4
© 1999 • 4.25 x 7 in • 240 pp.
$8.95 • softcover
Set in contemporary Hawai‘i, The Tattoo
reveals a side of paradise not usually seen
as it traces the life of Ken Hideyoshi, a
young man with a troubled past.
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PICTORIAL
Absolute Maui

Tom Stevens
photography edited by Douglas Peebles
ISBN-13: 978-1-939487-53-7
© 2015 • 10 x 12 in • 210 pp.
$35.00 • hardcover
From the thousands of photographs
submitted, the 175 best were selected to
appear in these pages. Absolute Maui takes
its title from the caliber of its images,
which were painstakingly taken by the
island’s finest photographers.

The Big Island As Seen from the Skies
Douglas Peebles and G. Brad Lewis
ISBN-10: 1-56647-713-1
ISBN-13: 978-1-56647-713-0
© 2005 • 12.75 x 9.75 in • 32 pp.
$7.95 • softcover
The Island of Hawai‘i, known as the Big
Island by locals, is the youngest within the
archipelago. The most dynamic and active
of the Hawaiian Islands, the Big Island is
constantly changing shape and form, and
features the most interesting contrasts that
vistas can offer.

Rob Sandler and Julie Mehta
ISBN-10: 1-56647-873-1
ISBN-13: 978-1-56647-873-1
© 2008 • 11 x 9.8 in • 184 pp.
$39.95 • hardcover
From the simple, thatched hale to the
nation’s only royal palace, from humble
plantation cottages to fabulous estates and
resort hotels, Hawai‘i’s architecture is as
diverse as its multiethnic population.

Big Island
Images of the Island of Hawai‘i

Douglas Peebles
ISBN-10: 1-56647-671-2
ISBN-13: 978-1-56647-671-3
© 2004 • 8 x 6.5 in • 48 pp.
$8.95 • hardcover
From the violent eruptions of Kīlauea
to the serene depths of the native forests
found along the Hāmākua Coast, island
photographer Douglas Peebles captures
the dynamic extremes of the Big Island.

Birds
Images of Hawai‘i’s Feathered
Heritage

Diamond Head
Hawai‘i’s Icon

Capturing Hawai‘i
Maui

Christmas in Hawai‘i

H. Douglas Pratt
ISBN-10: 1-56647-795-6
ISBN-13: 978-1-56647-795-6
© 2006 • 8 x 6.5 in • 48 pp.
$8.95 • hardcover
Enjoy beautiful images of seabirds,
native forest birds, migratory visitors,
and introduced birds seen throughout the
Hawaiian Islands.

photography by Ray Mains
ISBN-10: 1-56647-210-5
ISBN-13: 978-1-56647-210-4
© 1998 • 10 x 13 in • 32 pp.
$7.95 • softcover
Be led through Maui’s valleys and
mountains and take a close-up look at why
Maui is one of the world’s most stunning
and popular playgrounds. Also available
in hardcover.
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Architecture in Hawai‘i
A Chronological Survey
New Edition

Allan Seiden
ISBN-10: 1-56647-569-4
ISBN-13: 978-1-56647-569-3
© 2002 • 11 x 9 in • 144 pp.
$24.95 • hardcover
While many things change in Hawai‘i,
Diamond Head endures. This is the story
of Hawai‘i’s most famous icon and how
it became a world-renowned symbol of
paradise.

Chris Cook
ISBN-13: 978-1939487-93-3
© 2018 • 9 x 9 in • 96 pp.
$19.95 • hardcover
Hawai‘i has the most unique Christmas,
celebrated in a tropical setting by a
multicultural population whose various
traditions come together in harmony.
Families decorate their homes with
competing light shows. Tree ornaments
and decorations are handmade and
designed to reflect Island culture. A
bounty of food is shared, and families
spend time together outdoors at the beach.
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PICTORIAL
Fire & Fury
35 Years of Eruptions at Kīlauea

Flowering Trees: Images of Hawai‘i’s
Natural Splendor

Haleakalā Images of the House of the
Sun

Hawai‘i Images of the Islands

Hawai‘i the Big Island

Hawai‘i
The Moods of the Islands

Honolulu Star-Advertiser
ISBN-13: 978-1-949307-10-8
© 2019 • 12 x 9 in • 128 pp.
$26.95 • hardcover
Since erupting January 3, 1983,
Kīlauea Volcano on Hawai‘i Island was
continuously active with brief pauses for
over 35 years. Over 200 photos chronicle
this geological marvel over the decades.
Six special fold-out pages introduce the six
phases of the eruptive activity, with stories
and maps to remind readers of the events
and how they impacted the surrounding
communities.

photography by Douglas Peebles
ISBN-10: 1-56647-727-1
ISBN-13: 978-1-56647-727-7
© • 8 x 6.5 in • 48 pp.
$9.95 • hardcover
Magnificent Haleakalā dazzles visitors
with features found nowhere else
in the world. Haleakalā: Images of
the House of the Sun showcases the
splendor of Haleakalā and East Maui
through photographs by talented island
photographer Douglas Peebles. It’s the
perfect keepsake.

Jan TenBruggencate
photography by Douglas Peebles
ISBN-10: 1-56647-500-7
ISBN-13: 978-1-56647-500-6
© 2001 • 13 x 10 in • 144 pp.
$32.95 • hardcover
Doug Peebles, one of the state’s premier
photographers, has flown over, crawled
through, paddled along and slipped
beneath the island’s many landscapes to
capture its soul in these images.

Humpback: Images of Hawai‘i’s
Whales

ISBN-10: 1-56647-760-3
ISBN-13: 978-1-56647-760-4
© 2006 • 8.25 x 7 in • 48 pp.
$9.95 • hardcover
Experience breathtaking close-up
encounters with one of the largest
mammals on earth – the humpback
whale – and follow its journey from the
icy waters of Alaska to the warm waves of
Hawai‘i.

H. Douglas Pratt
ISBN-10: 1-56647-767-9
ISBN-13: 978-1-56647-767-0
© 2006 • 8 x 6.5 in • 48 pp.
$7.95 • hardcover
Photographed by leading wildlife expert
and ornithologist, H. Douglas Pratt,
the book presents the most popular
and significant of Hawai‘i’s native and
introduced flowering trees. Taken in
natural habitats, these photographs
showcase the remarkable beauty and
variety of trees and their blossoms that
thrive in and fill Hawai‘i’s landscape.

photography by Douglas Peebles
ISBN-10: 1-56647-726-3
ISBN-13: 978-1-56647-726-0
© 2005 • 8 x 6.5 in • 56 pp.
$9.95 • hardcover
Hawai‘i: Images of the Islands showcases
the splendor of the four main islands
reminding both the visitor and local alike
of their beauty and magic. A keepsake–
like the islands themselves– worthy of
visiting again and again.

Douglas Peebles
ISBN-13: 978-1-949307-08-5
© 2019 • 7.75 x 7.75 in • 96 pp.
$18.95 • hardcover
Hawai‘i is famed for its natural beauty
and scenic wonders. The appeal of these
photographs is to our visual senses
using the amazing colors of what we see
everyday. The focus is on textures and
moods of what is around us in Hawai‘i.

Islands of Wonder Hawai‘i The Big
Island

photography by Douglas Peebles
ISBN-13: 978-1939487-26-1
© 2014 • 8.5 x 11 in • 80 pp.
$15.95 • hardcover
It is not surprising that Hawai‘i the Big
Island, with its variety of climates and
terrains, is a photographer’s dream.
This visual extravagance is captured by
photographer Douglas Peebles’ artistic eye
and explorer’s pluck.
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PICTORIAL
Islands of Wonder Kaua‘i

Islands of Wonder Maui

Islands of Wonder O‘ahu

Kaua‘i

Kaua‘i As Seen From The Skies

Kaua‘i Images of the Garden Island

Kū‘ē: Thirty Years of Land
Struggle in Hawai‘i

Maui

Chris and Evelyn Cook
photography by Douglas Peebles
ISBN-10: 1-56647-960-6
ISBN-13: 978-1-56647-960-8
© 2012 • 8.5 x 11 in • 64 pp.
$15.95 • hardcover
From its crystal-clear, warm, ocean
waters inhabited by friendly sea turtles,
curious monk seals, playful porpoises
and magnificent manta rays, to its cool,
misty mountain forests sheltering rare and
endangered birds and plants—Kaua‘i is
like a secret magical realm sparkling with
fairy dust.

Chris and Evelyn Cook
photography by Douglas Peebles
ISBN-10: 978-1939487-32-2
© 2014 • 8.5 x 11 in • 80 pp.
$15.95 • hardcover
Islands of Wonder: O‘ahu is an illustrated
sojourn tour of the island, covering all its
amazing sites and sights. Throughout the
journey we see fluted green pali (cliffs),
waterfalls, sun-drenched beaches, whales,
breaking waves, sunsets, and mountains
that seem to carve out the island’s
geography.

Douglas Peebles
ISBN-10: 1-56647-712-3
ISBN-13: 978-1-56647-712-3
© 2005 • 12.75 x 9.75 in • 32 pp.
$7.95 • softcover
In Kaua‘i As Seen From The Skies, island
photographer Douglas Peebles takes you
through a spectacular tour of Kaua‘i’s
remarkable sites as you’ve rarely seen
them before…from the skies.

Haunani-Kay Trask
photography by Ed Greevy
ISBN-10: 1-56647-694-1
ISBN-13: 978-1-56647-694-2
© 2004 • 10 x 10 in • 170 pp.
$36.95 • hardcover
Kū‘ē; Thirty Years of Land Struggle in
Hawai‘i covers social and political events
concerning eviction struggles and the
development of the Hawaiian Sovereignty
movement from 1971 to the present.
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Tom Stevens
photography by Douglas Peebles
ISBN-10: 1-56647-961-4
ISBN-13: 978-1-56647-961-5
© 2012 • 8.5 x 11 in • 72 pp.
$15.95 • hardcover
Maui has been photographed millions of
times by millions of people. But rarely has
“the world’s favorite island” been pictured
as memorably as it is here.

Jan TenBruggencate
photography by Douglas Peebles
ISBN-10: 1-56647-574-0
ISBN-13: 978-1-56647-574-7
© 2002 • 13 x 10 in • 144 pp.
$32.95 • hardcover
Readers can compare the windward
beaches with those on the leeward side,
can inspect the mountainsides and the
broad valleys, and in many cases can see
things none but the most experienced
islander ever sees.

Douglas Peebles
ISBN-10: 1-56647-668-2
ISBN-13: 978-1-56647-668-3
© 2004 • 8 x 6.5 in • 48 pp.
$8.95 • hardcover
Kaua‘i, the oldest and northernmost
of the main Hawaiian Island chain, is
home to a diverse landscape of unique
natural and cultural sights that make this
extraordinary island one of the world’s top
vacation destinations.

Jan TenBruggencate
photography Douglas Peebles
ISBN-10: 1-56647-323-3
ISBN-13: 978-1-56647-323-1
© 2000 • 13 x 10 in • 136 pp.
$32.95 • hardcover
Rejoice in a visual tour that takes you from
the most luxurious and seductive resorts
to some of Maui’s most secluded, yet
remarkable natural treasures.
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PICTORIAL
Maui As Seen From the Skies

Maui Images of the Valley Island

Maui Ocean & Beach Images of an
Island

North Shore

North Shore Images From O‘ahu’s
Famous Coastline

O‘ahu

O‘ahu As Seen From the Skies

O‘ahu Images of the Gathering Place

photography by Douglas Peebles
ISBN-10: 1-56647-711-5
ISBN-13: 978-1-56647-711-6
© 2005 • 12.75 x 9.75 in • 32 pp.
$7.95 • softcover
Maui, the second largest and second
youngest of the Hawaiian Islands, is
known around the world as a remarkable
visitor destination. Some of the best
beaches, whale-watching, sunsets, resorts
and windsurfing–just to name a few of
its notable attractions–are found on this
island nicknamed the “Valley Isle.”

edited by Douglas Peebles
ISBN-10: 1-56647-990-8
ISBN-13: 978-1-56647-990-5
© 2013 • 8 x 6.5 in • 48 pp.
$9.95 • hardcover
Surfing, paddling, snorkeling, and even
old-fashioned beach going and basking in
the sun—it’s all here in this amazing photo
excursion of Maui’s surrounding waters
and shorelines.

photography by Adam A. Palmer
ISBN-10: 1-56647-995-9
ISBN-13: 978-1-56647-995-0
© 2013 • 8 x 6.5 in • 40 pp.
$9.95 • hardcover
O‘ahu’s world-renowned North Shore,
home to 18,000 residents, attracts more
than two million people each year from all
across the globe.

photography by Douglas Peebles
ISBN-10: 1-56647-679-8
ISBN-13: 978-1-56647-679-9
© 2004 • 12.75 x 9.75 in • 32 pp.
$8.95 • softcover
This aerial tour of O‘ahu encompasses all
the major sites, sights, geographical icons,
and landmarks for which the “Gathering
Place” is noted. It is the first in a series
adapting the larger size From the Skies of
Paradise titles to the wider souvenir gift
market.

photography by Douglas Peebles
ISBN-10: 1-56647-602-X
ISBN-13: 978-1-56647-602-7
© 20003 • 8 x 6.5 in • 48 pp.
$9.95 • hardcover
Maui, the second largest and second
youngest of the Hawaiian Islands, is
known around the world as a remarkable
visitor destination. Some of the best
beaches, whale-watching, sunsets, resorts
and windsurfing–just to name a few of
its notable attractions–are found on this
island nicknamed the “Valley Isle.”

Will Hoover
photography by Adam Palmer
ISBN-10: 1-56647-737-9
ISBN-13: 978-1-56647-737-6
© 2005 • 10.82 x 9.75 in • 112 pp.
$23.95 • hardcover
Life-long North Shore resident and
talented photographer Adam Palmer
has captured the many facets of this
“seven-mile miracle,” and Will Hoover
has covered the North Shore beat in
the Honolulu Advertiser since 2002.
North Shore is a fantastic and beautiful
photographic ride from Lā‘ie to Waimea
Bay.
Jan TenBruggencate
photography by Douglas Peebles
ISBN-10: 1-56647-508-2
ISBN-13: 978-1-56647-508-2
© 2001 • 13 x 10 in • 136 pp.
$31.95 • hardcover
Readers can compare the windward
beaches with those on the leeward side,
can inspect the mountainsides and the
broad valleys, and in many cases can see
things none but the most experienced
islander ever sees.

photography by Douglas Peebles
ISBN-10: 1-56647-670-4
ISBN-13: 978-1-56647-670-6
© 2004 • 8 x 6.5 in • 48 pp.
$9.95 • hardcover
O‘ahu, the most populous of the Hawaiian
Islands, possesses a natural beauty
encompassing both ancient landscapes
and vivid modern images. Through the
creative talent of island photographer
Douglas Peebles, we see O‘ahu in all her
diversity.
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PICTORIAL
Volcano
Creation in Motion

Volcano Images of Hawai‘i’s Volcanoes

Jim Kauahikaua
photography by G. Brad Lewis
ISBN-10: 1-56647-672-0
ISBN-13: 978-1-56647-672-0
© 2004 • 11 x 14 in • 128 pp.
$19.95 • hardcover
Lava profiles Hawai‘i’s volcanoes with
myriad colors and natural forms and
shapes. Here are the best of Lewis’ images
revealing an artist’s palette of rich and
vibrant colors.

photography by Douglas Peebles
ISBN-10: 1-56647-603-8
ISBN-13: 978-1-56647-603-4
© 2003 • 8 x 6.5 in • 48 pp.
$9.95 • hardcover
The Hawaiian Islands were born of
volcanoes. From the dormant Diamond Head
and Punchbowl on the island of O‘ahu and
Haleakala on Maui to the active crater of
Kīlauea, volcanoes are Hawai‘i’s icons. All
these sights and sites are captured by the
superlative lens of Douglas Peebles.

SEALIFE
A Field Guide to Blackwater Diving in
Hawai‘i

Hawai‘i’s Fishes
A Guide for Snorkelers and Divers

Hawai‘i’s Sea Creatures, Revised
Edition
A Guide to Hawai‘i’s Marine
Invertebrates

A Pocket Guide to Hawai‘i’s
Underwater Paradise

Reef Fish Hawai‘i
Waterproof Pocket Guide

Sea Turtles: An Ecological Guide

Jeff Milisen
ISBN-: 978-1-949307-14-6
© 2020 • 6 x 9 in • 288 pp.
$19.95 • softcover
Designed to satisfy the curious ocean
aficionado by presenting beautiful photos
and information on over 300 strange
pelagic animals, most of which you won’t
find in a standard field guide to reef
animals. This book is intended to present
an overview of life in the open ocean at
night. Each epipelagic creature is given
five minutes in the spotlight to explore a
little of what we know about them.

John P. Hoover
ISBN-10: 1-56647-220-2
ISBN-13: 978-1-56647-220-3
© 1998 • 6 x 9 in • 396 pp.
$24.95 • softcover
A detailed exploration of Hawai‘i’s
invertebrates. Over 600 color photographs
represent thousands of hours of dive time
to give a comprehensive, up-close look at
Hawai‘i’s fascinating sea creatures. Also
available in hardcover.

John P. Hoover
ISBN-10: 1-56647-766-2
ISBN-13: 978-1-56647-766-6
© 2006 • 6 x 4.75 in • 24 pp.
$6.95 • softcover
The booklet, which identifies over
150 of the most commonly seen fish
in Hawai‘i, is small enough to fit in a
pocket or dive bag, has vibrant fullcolor photos especially formatted for
underwater viewing. It includes scientific
and Hawaiian names as well as a short
description of each fish.
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John P. Hoover
ISBN-10: 1-56647-001-3
ISBN-13: 978-1-56647-001-8
© 1993 • 6 x 9 in • 192 pp.
$16.95 • softcover
Underwater photographs and informative
descriptions of over 240 species, including
classification, evolution, and best locations
to spot them.

John P. Hoover
additional photos by David R. Schrichte
ISBN-10: 1-56647-151-6
ISBN-13: 978-1-56647-151-0
© 2013 • 5 x 7 in • 96 pp.
$9.95 • softcover
A Pocket Guide to Hawai‘i’s
Underwater Paradise guides you through
the labyrinthine homes of the submarine
creatures that inhabit the reef shelves and
crevices.

David Gulko & Karen Eckert
ISBN-10: 1-56647-651-8
ISBN-13: 978-1-56647-651-5
© 2004 • 8.5 x 11 in • 128 pp.
$23.95 • softcover
This book features sea turtles from all over
the world. It’s a very comprehensive book
explaining the natural history, life cycles
and ecology of sea turtles. It’s a great book
for divers, scientists, teachers, and turtle
enthusiasts.
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SEALIFE
Ultimate Guide to Hawaiian Reef
Fishes, Sea Turtles, Dolphins, Whales,
and Seals

John Hoover
ISBN-10: 1-56647-887-1
ISBN-13: 978-1-56647-887-8
© 2008 • 6 x 9 in • 400 pp.
$25.95 • softcover
The Ultimate Guide to Hawaiian Reef
Fishes, Sea Turtles, Dolphins, Whales, and
Seals features more pictures, more stories,
and more species than any other softcover
field guide.

SPIRITUALITY & RELIGION
The Book of Aloha
A Collection of Hawaiian Proverbs &
Inspirational Wisdom

Catholic Churches of Hawai‘i
A Shoal of Faith

Cherished Hawaiian Quilts and Other
Joys

Damien: The Making of a Saint

The Dark Decade 1829-1839
Anti-Catholic Persecutions in Hawai‘i

The Cherished Elders of Hula
Na Hulu Kupuna O Hula

ISBN-10: 1-56647-985-1
ISBN-13: 978-1-56647-985-1
© 2012 • 5 x 6 in • 92 pp.
$10.95 • hardcover
Aloha is an integral part of the
Hawaiian culture and can be considered its
gift or legacy to the world. Giving aloha,
acting with aloha, and caring with aloha
sets examples for all mankind to follow.

Patricia Lei Murray
ISBN-13: 978-1939487-56-8
© 2015 • 6.25 x 7 in • 72 pp.
$9.95 • softcover
Cherished Hawaiian Quilts celebrates
Patricia Lei Murray’s Hawaiian quilts that
she has made during the past twelve years
and the stories behind them. Each chapter
focuses on a Hawaiian value for living
and the particular quilts that illustrate its
message.

Emmett Cahill
ISBN-10: 1-56647-635-6
ISBN-13: 978-1-56647-635-5
© 2004 • 5 x 8 in • 144 pp.
$12.95 • softcover
Working from long-neglected accounts,
historian Emmett Cahill has rescued from
Hawai‘i’s forgotten annals the compelling
true story of the bitter struggle for the
hearts and minds of the Hawaiian people.

Evan A. Ponton and Philip H. Scharper Jr.
ISBN-13: 978-1939487-97-1
© 2018 • 7 x 9 in • 200 pp.
$19.95 • softcover
A complete and fascinating historical
introduction on the origins of Catholicism
in Hawai‘i, including a brief history
of parish churches across the Islands,
featuring archival photography and
original watercolor artwork, compiled
from church archives, newspaper articles,
and personal interviews.

ISBN-10: 1-56647-946-0
ISBN-13: 978-1-56647-946-2
© 2011 • 7 x 10 in • 136 pp.
$22.95 • hardcover
Damien’s words are the heart and soul of
this book—vital testimony, all the way to
his innermost thoughts, the meditations of
his heart.

Dr. Ishmael Worth Stager II
ISBN-13: 978-1939487-42-1
© 2015 • 6 x 9 in • 96 pp.
$12.95 • softcover
A glimpse into the sometimes veiled world
of Hula through a keen yet “old school”
lens. His personal reflections of Hula
masters, chanters, dances, and composers,
both past and present, offering insight
into the spiritual side of Hawai‘i’s national
dance, reminding us of Hula’s sacredness.
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SPIRITUALITY & RELIGION
Hawaiian Devotional
Select Bible Verses from Ka Baibala
Hemolele: Verses in Hawaiian and
English to Inspire, Comfort, Support,
Encourage & Teach

Hula: Hawaiian Proverbs &
Inspirational Quotes

Inspiring Women of Hawai‘i

Ka Baibala Hemolele
The Holy Bible

ISBN: 978-1-949307-28-3
© 2021 • 5 x 7 in • 256 pp.
$12.95 • softcover
A collection of over 580 scripture verses
in English and Hawaiian, chosen to bring
comfort, solace, advice, and encouragement.
Organized by topics that affect our modernday lives such as conflict resolution,
addiction, perseverance, hope, and grace, the
verses remind us that we are not alone and
provide a compass when guidance is needed.
Dr. Loretta Chen
ISBN-13: 978-1-949307-12-2
© 2019 • 6 x 9 in • 336 pp.
$21.95 • softcover
This book is a celebration of inspiring
women who have contributed to the
growth and development of the Aloha
State determined by their spheres of
influence, dedication, and commitment
to their craft, industries, and the
Hawaiian community. All of them have
demonstrated their ability to rise above the
ordinary and push the margins as frontier.

ISBN-13: 978-1949307-01-6
© 2018 • 6.5 x 9.5 in • 2,080 pp. • $69.95
softcover bonded leather
This bilingual HawaiianEnglish Bible is available in the
new orthography, which uses
diacritics. It is the first time that
the Hawaiian language bible has
been formatted and printed with
diacritical markings. It includes
two ribbon markers, a presentation
page, genealogy pages, and maps.

Ke Kauoha Hou me Ka Buke o Nā
Halelū a me Nā ‘ Ō lelo Akamai a
Solomona: The New Testament with
Psalms and Proverbs

Misfit Spirit
Reflections and Remarks of a
Religion Rebel

Pilgrimage and Exile
Mother Marianne of Moloka‘i

Surfing, He‘e Nalu
Hawaiian Proverbs & Inspirational
Quotes Celebrating Hawai‘iʻs Royal
Sport

Partners in Development Foundation
ISBN-13: 978-1939487-31-5
© 2014 • 6 x 9 in • 1,032 pp.
$45.00 • softcover bonded
leather
New bilingual edition features
parallel text in Hawaiian
(Ka Baibala Hemolele) and
English (New American
Standard Bible) to offer readers
in both languages a better
understanding of Scripture and
to allow for comparative study.

Sister Mary Laurence Hanley, O.S.F. and O.A.
Bushnell
ISBN-10: 1-56647-916-9
ISBN-13: 978-1-56647-916-5
© 2009 • 6 x 9 in • 448 pp.
$19.95 • softcover
The Hawaiian Islands were an independent
kingdom when Mother Marianne Cope
was asked in 1883 to send some of her
Sisters to care for the Islands’ sickly poor,
especially the victims of Hansen’s disease.
That same year, she personally led the first
group of six Sisters to Hawai‘i.
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ISBN-10: 1-56647-638-0
ISBN-13: 978-1-56647-638-6
© 2003 • 5 x 6 in • 80 pp.
$10.95 • softcover
Hula uses quotes from kumu hula and
their students, the observations of early
visitors to the islands, and ancient
proverbs-illustrated with archival photos
to introduce the reader to this cultural
trademark. Hula presents a moving
portrait of Hawai‘i’s best-known
art form.

Jay Sakashita
ISBN-13: 978-0-9971305-9-1
© 2018 • 6 x 9 in • 160 pp.
$19.95 • softcover
A collection of entertaining, incisive, and
insightful writings by the religion writer
for MidWeek. Jay Sakashita explores the
issues and themes connected to religion
in Hawai‘i. The more than sixty articles
cover a wide range of topics that branch
from the trunk of the different religious
traditions.

ISBN-10: 1-56647-637-2
ISBN-13: 978-1-56647-637-9
© 2003 • 5 x 6 in • 80 pp.
$10.95 • hardcover
The third addition to Mutual Publishing’s
inspirational line, Surfing is a collection
of over thirty universal quotes and
inspirational proverbs accompanied by
over thirty-five vintage photographs which
present a nostalgic portrait of Hawai‘i’s
favorite sport.
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PRIVATE LABEL & AUTHOR PUBLISHING
Besides trade publishing, Mutual is Hawai‘i’s largest private label provider. Its client list includes
corporations, businesses, nonprofits and private individuals. Books are either published with
Mutual’s imprint or, in the case of author-publishing, under its Scripta imprint. Trade distribution
through The Islander Group can be arranged if a title is not just for private circulation.
Visit www.mutualpublishing.com for more information.
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